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Fallopian tubes are missing or ir- at the Norfolk clinic.
NORFOLK, Va. ( AP) —
•.
In keeping with the clirtiet.'
reparably blocked.
America's first test-tube baby has
In the process, an egg is remov- policy, the names of the prospecbeen born, doctors at Eastern
Virginia Medical School announc-....-ed from the mother's ovary, fer- tive parents have never been aned today. The five-pound,12-e • - tilized with her husband's sperm' nounced.
Another in vitro fertilization
in the laboratory and implanted in
girl and her parents are,z119ing
clinic has opened in Houston.
the mother's uterus.
well, spokesman VernonqØ
The clinic and the in vitro pro4,
The rest of the pregnancy then
• - 14,
said.
cess has been criticized, mainly
takes a normal course.
The school gave no details •abeill
The clinic, housed`in Norfolk .by anti-abortion groups, but sucthe- birth or the baby's parents, •
cessfully fought off all challenges
but a news conference was ••General Hospft*W. bega:n
its-establishment.
an
to
in
j
Feb114449302It
...mperating
,
witti'ctocafternoon
scheduled this
The world's first test-tube baby, -'nounced the achievement
tors who run the clinic.
Louise Brown, was born in 1978 at:
first pregnancy last' spring and
The baby girl is the first born in
said the expected birthdate was a clinic in Bourn, England,
this country after being conceived
Jan. 9. Since then, three other operated by Drs. Patrick Steptoe
through in vitro fertilization, a
and Robert Edwards.
pregnancies have been achieved
process used for women whose

Since then, several other such _
babies have been born in England
and Australia.
Steptoe, who helped develop the
in vitro procedure, said that since •
then about 20 percent of attempted
conceptions have resulted
pregnancy and that the rate was
improving.
Earlier this month the Ladies'.
Home Journal carried an article
about the first American woma‘n.4
P
.
to give birth to a test-tube babK.
The woman, who lives on the West
Coast but was not identified at her request, had been treated at the
Steptoe-Edwards clinic.

1982 General Assembly Will Be Asked
To Increase Agencies'Bonding Rights
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — In
what is becoming a biennial
ritual, the 1982 General Assembly
will be asked to increase the bonding authority of some state agen. cies.
The legislators also may hear a
request for a new bond issue to
finance a government activity
that currently receives its money
from the state general fund.
Bonds are basically vehicles for
borrowing by state government.
By selling bonds, the state can immediately get the money it needs
for a project and pay off the debt
over a period of years.
In Kentucky, bonds have been
used to finance housing, highway
projects and, more recently, retail
business projects.
That basic structure may not
change as a result of 1982
legislative action. But some state

officials already dealing with
bonds are expected to seek the
General Assembly's approval to
increase the amount of bonds they
may sell.
The Kentucky Housing Corp.,
for example, has already started
the process. In October, an interim committee approved a bill
that would increase the corporation's authority to issue bonds by
$425 million.
KHC now has a $700 million
limit on bonds and notes, and the
agency says it has used nearly all
that bonding power.
The 1980 General Assembly approved $100 million in economicdevelopment bonds for the •1980-82
biennium. Those bonds, few of
which have been sold, were
designed to give the state Commerce Cabinet an incentive to offer prospective industrial investors.
Originally, commerce officials
considered proposing a $25 million

sion was an extilinsion in the use of
industrial revenue bonds to include commercial projects.
• A state oversight committee
Part of the increase would have
was established by the legislation,
been earmarked for the Kentucky
and its first few meetings prompDevelopment FinatiCe• Authority,
ted controversy and criticism.
which provides partial, slow-cost
The furor resulted largely from
funding for manufacturing,
the types of projects being approvagricultural and tourism
ed for bond financing, projects
developments.
which included restaurants, a
, But that may change.
skating rink and discount departCommerce Secretary Bruce
ment stores.
Lunsford said recently that, "we
It was followed by a two-month
might go for a bond issue on
moratorium, during which proKDFA," which has relied primaricedures and guidelines were
ly on general fund money in the
drafted for the oversight commitpast.
tee. Since then, the committee's
meetings have been virtual
Predicting that the number of
epitomes of calm, with few proloan requests to KDFA will injects generating opposition.
crease, Lunsford said a bond issue
Because of that, Lunsford plans
would give the authority more
no proposals to change the IRB
flexibility.
law.
"I think KDFA is the best tool in
"We feel it has been very
the cabinet"- for promoting
responsibly handled with the prodevelopment, he added.
cedures and guidelines," he said.
Also resulting from the 1980 sesincrease in its authority to issue
economic-development bonds during the 1982-84 biennium

FAREWELL CHRISTMAS — Murray Electric System employees
James Walker (in bucket) and George Ligon removed Christmas
decorations from the courtsquare this morning.
Staff Photo by Jennie Gordon

Atlanta Slayings Trial
Begins This Morning

ATLANTA AP) — Prospective
jurors summoned for Wayne B.
Williams'double murder trial proThat issue remained unresolv- bably already have formed opied, but the resignation appears to nions about him and the 28 killings
that haunted Atlanta, a prosecutor
make it moot.
The three resignations leave acknowleges.
But "the legal standard is, can
Metts as the lone Brown intimate
you put your opinions aside and
with authority and clout, so much
so that outsider officials occa- make your decisions on the
sionally have dubbed him the evidence presented in court?"
said assistant district attorney
unofficial governor.
It also enables Metts' enemies Gordon Miller.
One-third of the 700 prospective
— and anyone with Metts' style
and activities has plenty — to con- jurors were expected at the Fulton
County courthouse today, the first
centrate on a single target.
day of Williams' trial.
Brown has indicated time and
Defense lawyers and proagain that he regards Metts as a
financial savior for the state, who.. :-Ocutora will be allowed to quesepitomizes the businesslike ap- • ,ftion prospective jurors individualproach he seeks in state govern- if:But first, Superior Court Judge
• 'Clarence Cooper will question
ment.
So the way to cut down Mettsgtor them in groups of 48 to determine
viously is not through the.'.alz•p' If they have knowledge, friendships orgeneral biases that would
ecutive level.
keep them from being impartial.
the
is
always_
there
However,
Williams, a 23-year-old black
Legislature, which passes the
cameraman and selffree-lance
of
laws setting out the powers
state officials and appropriates styled talent promoter, is charged
with murdering Nathaniel Cater,
the money for their operations.
27, and Jimmy Ray Payne, 21, two
If there is a conspiracy to
of 23 young blacks whose deaths
reduce Metts' power, it probably
have been investigated by a
arena.
will emanate from that

Metts Becomes Last In Governor's Inner Circle
SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
With the resignation of William
Sturgill from one of the state administration's key posts,
Transportation Secretary Frank
Metts has become the last cabinet
official under Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. who either is part of the inner
circle or wields considerable
power.
In the past year, Larry Townsend of Louisville bowed out as
commerce secretary and W. T.
Young of Lexington as cabinet
chairman. Sturgill quit last week
as energy and agriculture
secretary.
For the two-year tenure of
Brown, that is neither surprising
nor particularly significant. State
appointments are not imbedded in
concrete.
But there are perhaps a few differences from the normal state of
affairs.
Townsend and Young departed
with some bitterness towards the
media, which they blamed for ex-

aggerating minor controversies or
casting an aura of guilt about their
well-intentioned activities.
Sturgill resigned "to go back
and look after the little business
I've still got," a jest about his prosperous background.
But there may have been an
oblique reference to the press in
his statement about "the frustrations that accompany public life
( which) have left me at times
completely confused and
bewildered."
In past administrations, you did
not have a rich governor appointing wealthy colleagues to state
posts.
Townsend is a far cry from that
category, but Young and Sturgill
fit the mold. They served as
dollar-a-year officials.
In past administrations, a
resignation or dismissal usually
meant cutting all ties with the
governor in power.
But Townsend and Young have
remained close to Brown despite
the clipping of their official wings.
Sturgill was a comparative

newcomer to the governor's
group, but it can be assumed he
also will be called on for advice.
Furthermore, Sturgill hclds so
many posts that letting go of the
most visible one is not even the
beginning of the end of his formal
state involvement.
Subtracting the energy post
from those Sturgill holds on the
Kentucky State Racing Commission, state Coal Policy Council,
Kentucky Council on Agriculture,
Kentucky Export Resource
Authority and University of Kentucky Board of Trustees still
leaves him a potent and busy executive in governmental affairs.
In fact, by shedding the energy
job, Sturgill has disengaged
himself from any potential conflict of interest because of his
family's link to a coal-loading
facility planned on the east coast.
Last August, Sturgill threatened
to resign over reports that his son
Paul stood to benefit frcm the
state's coal export negotiations
with Italy, which the elder Sturgill
helped to arrange.

Soviet Leader Leaves Crack In Negotiation Door
WASHINGTON (AP) — Soviet
President Leonid Brezhnev is not
completely closing the door on further discussions with the United
States about the military
crackdown in Poland, a Reagan
administration official says.
sPresident Reagan said Sunday
that he had received a response to

his warning to Brezhnev of
reprisals against the Soviets if
repression continues in Poland.
Speaking to reporters while en
route to Los Angeles, Reagan
declined to reveal any details
about the letter, which was received by the White House late Friday.
But asked if it was positive or

Poland's Walesa Named
Time's Man Of:The--,. Year

-

NEW YORK (API — Lech Walesa, leader of Poland's Solidarity
has been named Time
labor union and "a different kind of he
t,
Magazine's Man of the Year for 1114.1.1
The magazine, in its Jan.4 iosai;characterites Walesa as "a common man who has taken his.IIIMat changing history not by leading
gbvernments, winning great bat* or writing looks, but by embodying the hopes, faith, courage,even the foibles, of the vast majority of
,
his countrymen."
Time selected Walesa before the imposition of military rule in
Poland Dec. 13.
The magazine quoted Walesa as saying in an interview before the
military takeover, "I know that I exist and that people will come
after me. I know another thing: I know that I will lose today, and
tomorrow will be a victory."
The Man of the Year designation, the 55th iven by Time, goes to
'editors, has
the,indiVAial,who,in
"ous 12 m
impaCt
haft*

President Leaves

Ranch Vacation

Mostly cloudy with a chance
of a few showers today. Highs
in the mid to upper 40s. Partly
cloudy and cold tonight. Lows
in the mid 20s. Mostly sunny
and cool Tuesday. Highs near
40.
Wednesday through Friday
A cooling trend the latter half
of the week with a chance of
rain or snow Thursday. lows
around 30 degrees Wednesday
cooling into the 20s Thursday
and Friday. Highs in the 40s
Wednesday remaining in the
•30s Thursday and Friday.
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"They are interested in doing
negative, Reagan said, "With
various things," Stoessel said,
them, it's always negative."
declining elaboration. "I think it
Later, an administration ofremains to firm up those plans.",
ficial, when asked how negative
Stoessel said the United States
Brezhnev's letter was, replied:
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
is
considering bringing the Polish
the
close
completely
not
did
"He
Associated Press Writer
door on further discussions on this situation before the U.N. Security
ANGELES (API — PresiLOS
and
General
Council
Assembly
to
not
asked
matter." The official
has nearly comReagan
dent
and the Human Rights Convention
be identified.
work on the next federal
pleted
in
Geneva,
meeting
Switzerland,
Last week, Reagan announced
budget, and the State of the Union
economic sanctions against early next year.
— his next major project
speech
to
spell
out
declined
the
he
But
Poland and warned the Soviets
is nearly a moth', y. So to—
plans
if
administration's
the
•
to
but
choice
no
have
that he "will
a,diky
upon
take further concrete political and Soviets do intervene in Poland. "I,. day.*
talUtt•W'
the
is
sort
that
of
think
thlatthat
our
economic measures affecting
chillepieeittent
you don't list in advance," he said,i'
relationship" if the repression
1
orJeane
theil.S.•
Kirkpatrick,
continues.
itieti
add
Tie
the
to
United.
bassador
Na
Tass
news
agency
Soviet
The
•mtd
milady-and ftiesidt
has accused Reagan of engaging said the administr?
,:"of •
#6114f
olin
wid
sidering
in
in "disgraceful interference"
against tilt SO
Poland's internal affairs.
'xidth rikitn
In an •
•,Undersecretary of State Walter
a
end
atthe CitaJ. Stoessel said Sunday that the "This W
and
.sesaiorl"
shortb!
gressional
United States' European allies Brinkley,4'14ri,
after he arrived at his hotel the
.
.
"Those
.optione
,
take
may
that
they
have indicated
White Houseress office amniotic;
some kind of action against the be grad
.
.three of
fie
SM:f
the
Polish government or the Soviet
be
itigned,
you tbere
Union.
Tielday, 'arethemoably the
''There is a good prospect of Soviets specific:314N not simply
bill,
appropriations
defense
having a unified stand with the the Polish government."
the
asilstance
legislation,
foreign
In an interview published Sunallies on these questions,"
minimum benefit
Security
Social
"likely"
is
Reagan
it
day.
said
Stoessel said during an ap.04
*100-1
yearance on CBS' "Face the Na- that he,sitiotBenham
a summt • meeting dal yea
tion."
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special police task force. Williams
pleaded innocent.
Payne and Cater were the 26th
and 28th victims on the task force
list of killings over 22 months. No
cases have been added to the list
since Cater's body was pulled
from the Chattahoochee River
May 24, and no charges have been
filed in the other 26 cases.
Payne's body was found in the
Chattahoochee on April 27, 500
yards from where Caters body
was found a month later. Medical
examiners said Cater was strangled and Payne probably w as
asphyxiated.
Prosecutors are seeking a lifc
sentence for Williams, who has
been held in the Fulton County jail
since his arrest June 21.
Georgia has a death penalty, but
prosecutors have said it cannot be
applied in the Williams case. The
law allcws the death penalty when
a murder is accompanied by rape,
robbery or kidnapping or if the
defendant has a previous conviction in a capital case.
The trial is expected to take six
to 10 weeks. The other prospective
jurors are to appear at the courthouse Tuesday and Wednesday
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Poland's Martial Law Regime
Makes Additional Ration Cuts
By The Associated Press
Poland's martial law regime
began its third week in power by
cutting monthly meat and butter
rations for most Poles and predicting worse food shortages in the
new year.
Western reporters in Warsaw
said antibiotics and medical supplies also were in drastically short
supply.
It was food shortages that provoked the nationwide strikes in
Poland 16 months ago that spawned Solidarity, the first union in the
Soviet bloc independent of government control, and ration cuts last
summer spurred a string of
Solidarity strikes.
Lech Walesa, leader of the nowbanned Solidarity union, was
named Time Magazine's Man of
the Year for 1981 Sunday for standing out "not only as the heart and
soul of Poland's battle with a corrupt Communist regime, but as an
international symbol of the struggle for freedom and dignity."
Walesa has been held by the
government at an undisclosed
location in Warsaw since shortly
after martial law was imposed
Dec. 13.
The latest cuts in the already
depleted Polish menu were announced Sunday by Warsaw
Radio, which predicted that next
year the situation "will be worse
than this because of considerably
lower imports and lower poultry

output.'
Last August, rations were cut
for a month from 7.7 pounds per
person to 6.6 pounds, but even then
supplies were still so scarce that
Poles had difficulty buying the
meat and butter to which they
were entitled.
A Polish woman arriving in
Vienna told The Associated Press
that certain food supplies such as
meat and eggs were hard to get,
"but it is not so terrible that people are starving."
Warsaw Radio said investigators sent out to check food
distribution today discovered milk
and bread deliveries were
delayed. It gavg no reason for the
delays, but said "authorities will
draw the appropriate conclusions
from this."
A London Times report from
Warsaw published Sunday said recent visits to Warsaw hospitals
revealed a tragic shortage of
medical supplies. It said people
were dying because the government lacks hard currency to buy
antibiotics, because disposable
syringes and needles have to be
used as many as 100 times and
because there is not enough
detergent to wash bed linen.
Normal communications have
been cut in Poland and Western
reporters must file dispatches
through government censors.
Both official and unofficial reports
are difficult to verify.

The radio said the martial law
regime was trimming January's
butter and meat rations to 5.5
pounds a month for most Poles.
Children, pregnant women and
the elderly and the sick will be
receive 8.8 pounds of each commodity per month, it said, and
manual workers will be exempt
from the cutbacks.
Meat and butter rations were
cut off completely for farmers
with more than 1.2 acres of land,
the state-run radio said,
presumably because farmers
have access to their own food
stocks.
The radio said the military
council "appeals to individual
farmers and to state and
cooperative farms to expedite
(food) deliveries ..."
Western correspondents in Warsaw have said Poland's private
farmers — the backbone of its
food production — have held back
shipments of some foods to protest
martial law.
The radio, monitored in Western
Europe, quoted a Home Trade
Ministry announcement as saying
extra imports — "especially from
the Soviet Union" — helped the
government meet December rations but failed to secure enough
meat to cover ration arrears.
The near bankrupt Polish
government lacks the funds to pay
for imported foods and feed
grains.

More Open Approach Sought By Dean

MODULAR SOLAR HOME OPENS — More than 700 people attended an open house at the
recently completed modular solar home in TVA's Land Between the Lakes. Visitors were exposed to an example
of cost effective passive solar design during the two-day event. Another open house is planned for next
spring. Persons
interested in seeing the home should contact Program Coordinator, Land Between the Lakes,
telephone 502924-5602.

Conditions Still Not Set For Release
Of Kidnapped Brig. General Dozier
MILAN, Italy (AP) — Red
Brigades terrorists released a
gift-wrapped communique, branding kidnapped U.S. Brig. Gen.
James L. Dozier a "hero of
American massacres in Vietnam"
and saying he would be interrogated about the NATO forces

under his command.
The communique, stenciled on
However, the terrorists set no the front and back of three pages,
conditions for the release of the 50- did not make clear if Dozier's
year-old general, who was kidnap- "proletarian trial" had started.
ped 11 days ago from his Verona
It listed figures on the numbers
apartment by four gunmen posing of men and weapons under the
as plumbers.
Verona NATO command — inBreaking an eight-day silence, formation police sources said was
the Red Brigades communique,. available to the public
und
found here Sunday, announced declared: "On the use and funcplans for Dozier's "proletarian tion of this apparatus, Dozier will
trial."
have to answer to the proletarian
It- also included a black and international."
white photograph showing the
The Red Brigades communique
general in front of a banner bear- said of Dozier: "This pig, this
ing the five-pointed star symbol of killer is a hero of American
on its image.
the leftist urban guerrilla gang. A massacres in Vietnam, where for
"TVA's public perception is small dark mark, possibly a his 'merits' he earned various
pretty bad in some cases," he bruise, was visible under Dozier's decorations."
said. "And I think one of my top left eye.
Dozier fought in the armored
goals would be to try to improve
Police said the photo appeared cavalry in Vietnam and won the
that perception. We have to be to be authentic, but a spokesman Silver Star.
prepared to explain our mistakes, at Dozier's NATO command in
The communique attacked
and we've got to do a better job of Verona withheld comment. "I am American "imperialism" and
communicating all of the wor- waiting to see if it's a true hailed the birth of a anti-nuclear
thwhile things TVA is doing,." he photograph," said Col. Luciano missile movement in Europe. Itasaid.
Dalcheggio.
ly and other countries in Western
Dean served as general
Dozier appeared to be holding a Europe have seen large
manager of the Knoxville Utilities sign, which was printed in Italian demonstrations in recent months
Board before he became Presi- and read in part, "The crisis of by groups protesting American
dent Reagan's choice to run TVA. capitalism breeds imperialistic and Soviet missiles in Europe.
He said he sees no major policy war. Only anti-imperialist civil
The communique came as
changes within the agency during war can bury war."
police continued their massive
his nine-year term.
An unidentified man called the search for Dozier in northern ItaBut the chairman said he think's Italian news agency ANSA in ly.
TVA's non-power activities may Milan on Sunday and said the
Police reported Saturday that
face increasingly tighter budget photo and Red Bridgades docu- they had discovered "useful new
restrains from Congress, especial- ment were in a trash can in a elements" in the search for the
ly with a fiscal conservative-like downtown square. The brown highest-ranking American Army
Reagan in the White House.
package, gift-wrapped with a
officer at the North Atlantic TreaTVA's economic, regional and yellow ribbon, also contained a
ty Organization headquarters in .
community development ac- hefty ideological statement.
Verona. But they gave no details.
tivities may become more like a
"giant consulting firm" rather
than outright financing of lcoal
projects, Dean said.
••
Dean and the other two TVA
board members ran into stiff op(Continued From Page 1)
exceed $100 billion, despite the
position from politicians during
disease.
president's effort at trimming
the fall when they voted to give top
The
president,
his
on
sixth
visit
spending
increases.
executives up to $36,800 a year in
Reagan, speaking to reporters
bonus pay to stay with the agency. to his home state this year, planned today to fly by Marine Corps briefly on the airplane,
The board finally dropped the plan
helicopter to his ranch near Santa acknowledged that he had receivlast month. Barbara,
about 100 miles north of ed a response to a letter he sent
The chairman said he considers
here,
while
his wife, Nancy, re- Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev
the bonus plan the low point of his
mains behind for the day.
about the crisis in Poland.
first six months on the board. He
Deputy White House press
He refused to discuss details of
said he still feels the bonuses were
secretary Larry Speakes said that Brezhnev's response but said of
in the best long-range interest of
while in California the president the Soviet Union: "With them,it's
the TVA because the extra money
would,"sp
end time on the State of always negative."
would keep key personnel from
the Union message" after
But one administration official,
being lurred away by private
"receiving
a
number
ideas
of
asking
that he not be identified,
utilities paying better salaries.
"I felt like we were from staff and Cabinet" said Brezhnev "did not completemembers. "I would judge he'll ly close the door on further discusmisunderstood, but we gave it a
write most of the State of the sions on this matter."
try," he said. "We didn't change
Union
himself," said Speakes.
• Before Reagan left the White
our position on it. We just felt it
The
speech
to
a
joint
session
House,
of
his aides released a statewas best to drop it."
Congress probably will be ment marking the second anniverdelivered on Jan. 26.
sary of the Soviet military move
Speakes said the president will into Afghanistan.
"probably do some budget review,
"Despite the presence of 90,000
although most of it is already Soviet combat troops, a recent indone."
crease of some 5,000, the
And Reagan himself told courageous people of Afghanistan
reporters aboard Air Force One: have fought back," Reagan said.
"We're pretty much solid on "Today they effectively deny
Soviet forces control of most of
The Calloway County School that."
The fiscal 1983 budget, which Afghanistan. Efforts by the
Board will meet in special session
at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday in the board goes into effect Oct. 1, will be Soviets to establish a puppet
of education office on College unveiled in late January or early government in the Soviet image
Farm Road, according to Johnny February. By some estimates, it which could govern a conquered
Bohannon, assistant superinten- will produce a deficit that could land have failed."
dent.
Student personnel action will be
among items on the agenda,
Bohannon said.
Back-country travelers were Gratiot County hit hardest.
warned to beware of avalanches
The avalanche danger forced
in the wind-whipped Rocky Moun- the Colorado Civil Air Patrol to
tains today, while storms cut suspend its search of the ColThe Murray Ledger& Times
power to thousands of homes near legiate Peaks near Buena Vista,
(USPS MIMI)
Seattle and parts of Michigan where they were trying to locate
The Murray Ledger& noes is potable
were buried under 14 inches of emergency aircraft beacons
ed every afternoon except Sundays, July
snow.
Seven people were killed.
believed coming from the area.
1, Christmas Day, New Years My and
A 24-year-old man, his fiance No planes were reported missing,
Thanksgiving Day by Murray
Newspapers Inc , 106 N. 1th, Murray,Ky.
and his brother were killed when however.
42071 Second Clam Postage Paid at Murthey tried to land their small plane
ray, Ky 12071
Search teams planned to
SUBSCRIPTION flaTF.S• In mu.•
in Hayden, Colo, during heavy resume their effort at dawn today,
served by carriers. 83.66 Per month,
snow Sunday. Snow-slickened he said.
payable in advance. Hy mail hi Calloway
roads were cited as the cause of
County and to Renton. liardui. Mayfield.
Sedalia and Farmington. Ky.. and Paris,
one fatal traffic accident in ColThe center said heavy snowfall
Hach/soon and Puryear, Tn., 1$1.30 per
orado,two in Nebraska and one in and winds up to 80 mph were causyear Hy mil to other destinations P6.10
per year
Washington.
ing a dangerous avalanche situaTo reach all departments of the
Snow in Michigan fell in a band tion along with the possibility of
perspire phone /33111s
from I.ansing to just west of avalanches hitting highways
Alpena, with central Michigan'.
s along mountain passes.

TVA Seeking Nuclear Plant Comment
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (API —
The Tennessee Valley Authority is
seeking public comment on
whether to further slow down or
halt construction at two of its
nuclear power plants, said TVA
board chairman Charles H. Dean
Jr.
The TVA wants to improve its
public image and plans to involve
more outsiders in some of its longrange decisions, according to
Dean.

"This more-open approach is cians and the public," he said.
based on the fact that when you
A major decision early next
look into the future, you've got year will be whether the TVA
certain assumptions — on should further slow down or halt
economic growth, interest rates, construction at the Hartsville
powr demand growth and others," nuclear power plant in Tennessee
Dean said.
and the Yellow Creek plant in nor"What we're asking responsible theast Mississippi due to decreaspeople to do is look at our assump- ed power need projections.
tions and see if they agree. We're
Dean, who completed his first
evolving, at least for certain deci- six months on ,the TVA board this
sions, a process which would'bring week, said he thinks the sevenin more involvement-from politi- state federal utility needs to work
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Just for you: lots of surprises and savings.
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All Wicker And
Rattan Furniture
In Stock
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County School

The new

Pier

Chinese rattan trunks

Its comiorta4le, beautiful, and perfect for that
person you thought had
everyttling.
Rattan with walnut finish
Chaise lounge
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Bel Air Center

Board Schedules
Tuesday Meeting

Travelers' Warnings Issued
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Reagan plans
all-volunteer
military
President Reagan is determined to give the allvolunteer military one last chance to prove itself.
The pay and benefit increases the administration
helped push through Congress, plus the President's
personal efforts to boost the prestige and morale of
those in uniform, may yet provide the armed forces
enough quality of volunteers to avoid imposition of
a draft.
We respect the President's commitment to the
all-volunteer concept, even if we entertain doubts
about whether it can be sustained. What we don't
understand is why the administration is now considering the repeal of Selective Service registration
as well.
None of the facts that persuaded Congress and the
Carter administration to impose registration in 1980
have changed. Registration continues to provide an
essential base of information for Selective Service
in the event of an emergency requiring rapid implementation of a draft.
Repealing registration now would only make it
that much more difficult to respond in timely
fashion to whatever military or political crises that
might materialize in the future.
The administration's obvious reluctance to prosecute even a few of those who have defied the
registration law is even more inexplicable than the
thought of dropping registration altogether.
Selective Service figures suggest that fully 25 percent of the 18-year-old males who should have
registered this year did not do so. Unless the
Justice Department demonstrates a willingness to
enforce the registration law, the percentage of
those who simply ignore their obligation will no
doubt rise.
What sort of signal does that send to those young
men who obey the law and fulfill their responsibili
ty?

agree or not

by s.c. van curon

Problems could be solved in less time
if emotions are divorced from them
A lot of problems could be solved
with less disturbance and in a lot less
time if emotions could be divorced
from them.
A case in point is the present effort
of the Department for Human
Resouces to fit some improved services and living conditions to the certain few capable individuals living in
the state institutions for the mentally
retarded.
Human Resouces Secretary Dr.
Grady Stumbo is trying to institute a
plant to provide small group homes,
with house parents, in communities
across the state for a few of the more
capable mentally retarded, but at the
same time maintain present institutions for those who can best be served
there.
It would seem to those unaffected
by the question that the above simple
explanation would be sufficient to
please those involved, but it seems
emotions rule over reason.
There is one group which wants to
eliminate central or regional
facilities for the mentally retarded- .
and place all of them in small community facilities, while another

group wants to maintain the central
facilities and have no neighborhood
facilities or group homes, even for
those capable of living under such
conditions.
It's all or nothing on each side.
The mentally retarded, like all
other human beings have varying
levels of capabilities. Dr. Stumbo is
trying to provide services best suited
to these varying needs.
There is only a small percentage of
the mentally retarded in state institutions who are capable of living in a
group home and assuming some sort
of independence in the community,
while the majority's capabilities are
best suited in central institutions
where several specialties of a larger
staff are required.
All of the mentally retarded cannot
be classified as assembly line
duplicates.
If the uninvolved individual would
take time to study the problems of
the retarded and their families, it
would be easy to make allowances
for the emotional involvement; but
the problem would be much less dif-

ficult if the emotionally involved
would make a like effort to understand that all should not be treated
alike, or the same services provided
for all.
Another case in point on emotion is
the so-called strip-search of a class of
grade school children in Jefferson
County, where teachers were trying
to find what happened to some disappearing money. The missing four
dollars were later found in one of the
student's lockers.
Parents became upset. The story
made the news.
The superintendent's office made
an effort to mollify the disturbed
parents. The three teachers apologized.
Emotions overwhelmed some of
the parents and the news media,
especially television, in Jefferson
County became overzealous willing
allies of the distraught parents.
The media has built the incident into a crusade, with all the hype and
ballyhoo of a major public relations
campaign.
None of the children has been
harmed, or proved so, although there

Looking back
Ten years ago
Three armed men, wearing knit ski
masks, had robbed the Farmer's
Bank and Trust Co., Puryear, Tenn., and escaped with somewhat less than
$20,000, according to W. F. Cary,
bank president
Janet Lynn Cole was winner of
"Christmas Stocking" given away by
Bank of Murray. She was a fourth
grade student at Carter Elementary
Twenty years ago
Many Murray stores had opened
Dee. 27 with after Christmas sales.
Prices had been cut from one-third to
one-half.
Fred Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs
Greene O. Wilson, Murray, was
working toward his doctor's degree
in physical science at University of
Kansas, Lawrence.
Thirty years ago
First prize winners in various divisions of the Christmas Lighting Contest, sponsored by Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club, were
Ann Shroat, Mrs. Jake Shipley, Mrs.
Charles Johnson, Mrs. Jack Belote,
Margaret Tarry, Nancy CothaM,
Mrs. Bruce Overbey, Mrs. Max Churchill and Kenneth Workman

letters to editor
Business, blue collar
workers compared
Dear Editor:
Congress has passed an $11- billion farm bill.
Chrysler received millions in loans guaranteed by
the tax payers. Students have received millions to
attend college.
When an hourly worker gets laid off, and maybe
has to draw and receive help, he is called lazy, and
shiftless. When big business,farmers, and students
need help, it is called what is best for the country.
J.N. Hopkins
Route 1
Murray.

Prayers for Poland
requested by minister
Dear Editor:
This is just a note asking all the churches of
Murray-Calloway County that are holding
Christmas Eve Services or Mid-week Worship Services to pray for the country of Poland and all the
Solidarity workers especially Lech Walesa in their
Bloody struggle for a free and open and just society.
And I would urge you to telephone or write Cong.
Carroll Hubbard, our Senators, Ford and Huddleston and the President of the United States to do
everything possible to bring to bear all the appropriate pressure on the Communist Government
of Poland and the Communist Government of The
U.S.S.R.
I would also urge you to write a letter to the
former Polish Ambassador of the U.S., Romuald
Spasowski, who defected Sunday,your appreciation
for his speaking out against the authorites in Poland
responsible for the brutality and inhumanity
toward his fellow Poles. Write to Ambassador
Romuald Spasowski, c/ U.S. State Department,
Washington,D
Appreciatively yours,
David C. Roos
Outgoing President of the MurrayCalloway Co. Ministerial Association

Rotary Club thanks
Christmas Parade groups
Dear Editor:
The Murray Rotary Club wishes to take this
means and opportunity to thank all the businesses.
organizations and participants who helped make
this year's Christmas Parade one of the best in its
10-year history.
Special appreciation is expressed to those who not
only sponsored floats but who worked long and hard
in their design and construction. They added much
to the parade,as did the bands,the antique cars,the
costumed characters and right on down to old Santa
himself.
It was a great day, a great occasion and it could
never have been made possible without all the good
help, cooperation and participation of so many in
the community. Every one of the 116 Rotarians in
the club join me in this expression of our sincere
gratitude and appreciation.
David King
Parade Chairman
ft A,the

Murray Ledger & Times
Walter L. Apperson
Publisher
R.Gene McCutcheon
Editor

The Murray Ledger& Times is a member of
Associated Press, Kentucky Press Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
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' The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by The Murray Ledger &
Times and other AP News.
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may have been soon' momentary
discomfort.
The tube seems to have sensed it
has something that might draw some
public attention and the tube's minions keep beating the dead horse
At least two of the three teachers
have been banished from the
classrooms for lesser positions and
the other has been hasseled verbally
What good has been accomplished
by the media's zealousness" None it
would seem.
The school management counseled
the teachers and the teachers rtliized their error and apologized That
should have been sufficient under the
circumstances.
No. the media had to hold the
teachers up to public ridicule. banish
two from the classroom arid perhaps
damage their entire future in the profession.
All, just for the sake of a little attention for the tube
This is another one of the few times
a lot of us are not proud to be
associated publicly with our profession

business mirror

by john cunniff

Americans entering big clearance phase
NEW YORK (AP) — Having passed through the phase of the retail
zodiac known as the Christmas selling season, we enter now the period
of the big clearance — of linens, toys,
cars and old Christmas cards.
As surely as we anticipate the
seasons, we know that postChristmas sales are coming. It has
always been so, and until merchants
learn more about how to keep lean inventories it probably always will be
But there is a difference this year.
We are in a recession, as we were in
1973 and 1974. People are pressed for
cash, and they are holding down their
purchases. It's a buyer's market.

Moreover, as William Burke of the
San Francisco Federal Reserve
Bank, puts it, "saving — not spending --is the 'in' thing for the 1980s."
That means double trouble for
sellers: An inability of some
customers to spend, and an unwillingness to spend by some who might
have ability.

desperate attempt to reduce inventories through price cuts in January.
At the height of this year's season,
unemployment was at least 8.4 percent, meaning 9 million American
were without jobs. And, despite a tax
cut, real consumer income hadn't
moved appreciably higher in years.

In fact, Burke observes, the net
worth of consumers weakened in the
It's a deadly package for retailers,
especially those who concentrate ----past year after rising for nearly a
decade-. In part, that rise was a contheir sales. Last December, for exsequence
of soaring home values, but
sales
by
all
percent
of
ample, 15.8
now much of that equity is gone.
department store and other general
Burke believes that homeowners
merchandise outlets occurred in
cashed in perhaps $25 billion in each
December. A bad season, therefore,
of the past several years, to buy cars,
can break a store, and lead to a

Tax increase information needed
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt replr`bitton
.must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Can you please tell
me what the new income tax increases for railroad employees are
and when they go into effect? J.W.
ANSWER: Beginning January 1,
1982, the tier I retirement tax rate for
railroad employees increases from
6.65% to 6.70%, and the maximum
amount of compensation subject to
this tax increases from $2,475 a
month to $2,700 a Month. Tier I is the
social security level portion of a
railroad retirement annuity, and the
railroad employee tier I tax rate is
the same as the social security rate.
Both the tier I tax rate and the

amount ot earnings subject to the tax
increase whenever there is a corresponding increase in these
amounts under social security law.
Railroad employers match the tier
I taxes that employees pay. In addition, both employees and employers
pay an additional tax to finance the
railroad retirement tier II annuity
portion, which is payable over and
above the tier I portion. For
employers the additional 11.75% tax,
which has applied since October I,
1981, to earnings up to $1;850 a month,
will apply to earnings up to $2,025
month in 1982. For employees,the additional 2% tier II tax that became effective October I, 1981, will likewise
apply to monthly earnings of $2,025 in
1982.
Because both the railroad retirement tax rate and the maximum
amounts subject to taxes are increased, all railroaders will pay higher
retirement taxes in 1982; but higher
salaried workers will have the
greater increases.

A railroader earning $1,000 per
month will pay $87.00 a month in
railroad retirement taxes in 1982, 50e
more a month than in the last quarter
of 1981. Employees earning at least
$2,700 a month, the maximum taxable in 1982, will pay $221.40 a month
in railroad retirement taxes, $19.81 a
month more than last quarter of 1981.
For railroad employers, the maximum monthly regular retirement
tax on an employee's earnings increases from $381.97 to $418.84.
In addition to regular railroad
retirement tales, railroad employers
pay railroad unemployment-sickness
'taxes and supplemental railroad
retirement annuity taxes.
Throughout 1982, railroad employers
will continue to pay a tax of 8% on the
first $400 each employee earns each
month to finance the railroad
unemployment-sickness benefit program. The supplemental annuity tax
rate for the first quarter of 1982 will
be 17t per work-hour, a 2'.e increase
from the 14' -I. rale effective in 1981

campers, educations, vacations'San
other consumer items. Now they
have little more to spend
Credit cards also helped them to
spend, but now many Americans fear
their little plastic discs. They see
them as passports to bankruptcy,
and relatively few people ever want
to take that step. They know that one
way to avoid bankruptcy it to keep
their handy little credit card in a
place that isn't handy, such as in the
safe-deposit vault rather than in the
wallet. In other words, to retire it
rather than use it.
All this the retailers know in. their
own special way, which is by reading
the cash register ref eipts. If those
receipts are down their concern is up.
And that in turn leads to an abundancelJaxivar', sales
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Community
Calendar

Hospital Report

7:05,9:25•No Passes
7:10,9:05
2IMh CENTURYPDX FILMS

Give 'Movie Money' To
Your Moviegoing Friends
On Sale At Our Box Office
THE WORLD'S MOST
FAMOUS LOVE STORY!

pita WALT DIMS
PROOUCTIONS

JOHN
BELUSHI

Tenn.; Prynthia L.
Leach, Box 12, Dexter.
Mary Evelyn Edwards,
Rt. 4; Dehna C. Trotter,
1507 Kirkwood; Minnie L.
Cruse, 222 W. Wade,
South Fulton, Tenn.; Janne Ladon Haley, Rt. 2;
Bradly N. Sprague, Rt. 2,
Puryear,Tenn.

Monday,Dec. U
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Tuesday,Dec.20
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.

Bobby L. Crouse, 1622
College Farm Road;
Aubrey 0.Scott, 714 Main
St.; Bertie L. King, Rt. 1,
Springville, Tenn.; Roy
R. Collins, Rt. 1, Water
Valley; Jettie M. Smith,
Rt. 3.
Fred L. Bailey, 813
North 19th St.; William
W. Wilson, Rt. 3; Euna M.
York, Rt. 1; Mavis M.
Fair, 708',2 Payne St.;
Ralph W. Wilcox, 300
North 12th St.

Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. in
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

STUDENTS OF Leisure and Aging Class, Murray State University,sponsored
a Christmas party for Senior Citizens at EWs Center Dec. 3. Refreshments were
served after various activities. Class members include, from left, standing,
Doug Abernathy, Keith Heitzman, Steve Hussung and Deny Lakit, seated,
Beverley Peele and Joan Culp.

Holiday Food Hints
given For Diabetics

It Disney's

@ONO@

12-2241
Adults 140
Nursery 6
NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Sullian, baby boy
(Dana),Rt. 9, Marion.
Duncan, baby boy
(Nancy), Rt. 1, Dexter.
DISMISSALS
Teresa L. Pace and
baby boy, 37 Shady Oaks;
Debra E. Burkeen and
baby boy, Rt. 6; Wanda
Jean Ballard, 405 North
Cherry; Walter Porter
Hutchens, D10 Fox
Meadows; Cheryl A.
Rose, Rt. 1, Mayfield.
Kenneth W. Smith, 1622
Sunset; Gary D. Lamb,
Rt. 1, Almo; Hilda P.
Jackson, 301 Pine St.;
Lindsey A. Hudspeth, 403
South L. P. Miller; Karen
Sue Larson, Rt. 6, Paris,

7:00,8:30
7:05,9:00•No Passes

DAN
AYKROYD
IN
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A Comic-Nightmare

PAUL SALLY
NEWMAN FIELD
ABSENCE
OF MALICE

NEW YORK (AP) —
"Diabetes never takes a
holiday," warns Barbara
El-Beheri, a registered
dietitian and nutrition
program coordinator for
the American Diabetes
Association.
• Eat only small
amounts of food rich in
fats; for example, highfat dairy products, red
meats, dips, sauces,
pastries and sweet
desserts.
• Alcohol is a major
temptation during the
holidays. Persons with
diabetes should discuss
alcohol consumption with
a doctor or diet
counselor. If you drink,

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frames Drake

Senior Citizens Centers
will be open as follows:
Dexter at 9:30 a.m.;
Hazel and Douglas from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
from 10 a.m.to 3 p.m.

7)e
V4*

be moderate. Wine
FOR TUESDAY, DECEMBER 29,1981
spritzers, club soda with
a lime twist and tomato —
What kind of day will tomorjuice are some low- row be? To find out what the reciprocate. Follow the suggestions of a close friend about
calorie alternatives.
stars say, read the forecast a
viR
bitiess matter.
. .
• Eat a small amount of given for your birth Sign.
food before you go to a
(Aug.23 toSept.72) W.A.
party, and you can take ARms
Spread good will by inviting
the edge off your appetite (Mar.21 to Apr. 19) VA a co-worker to your home.
and minimize chances of Join a loved one at a social Discover new ways to get
get-together.Singles will meet more enjoyment out of your
overeating.
daily routine.
By Abigail Van Buren
• Exercise and keep with romance- A business
to your LIBRA
e 1901 by Urbyersal Press Syndocste
busy so that you burn up associate is helpful
ri
(Sept.23 to Oct.22) -IL
—
calories and keep your T
eamer
AuRus
.
Aiii., You may receive a pleasant
blood sugar normal. For
13
to
invitation from a family
(Apr.20 stay 20)
non-diabetics, exercise You'll make a favorable im- member. Greet the world with DEAR ABBY: My best friend was killed in a motorcycle
accident on Thanksgiving Day. He was only 22. Because of
increases the daily :isriexsion on higher-ups,
affeectiandony.°u'll attract love something
he read in your column, he had sent for a card to
r
calorie needs, and walk- especially if you mix business ans
will his eyes and kidneys to an organ bank in the event of
ing at least one-half hour and pleasure. Consult with SCORPIO
his death. I just wanted you to know, Abby,that because of
(Oct.23 to Nov.21) nie
each day is an important wise advisers now.
you two blind people now see, and two others got a healthy
Home entertainments are kidney. My friend is gone, but he left something worth more
activity for healthful liv- GEMINI
favored, as well as decorating than anything money can buy. Thank you.
(May 21 to June 201
ing.
Pleasant news comes from projects. Be sure to be supporJERRY'S PAL
afar. Plan a visit with a loved live of a mate's wish for inPLANNING
DEAR PAL: I appreciate your letter, which gives
one and talk with experts creased sociability.
TO MARRY?
me an ideal opportunity to inspire others to do what
about
investments and fMan- SAGITTARRJS
Readers are reminded The Murray Ledger &
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )
your pal Jerry did. Poet Robert N. Test wrote:
e
'
Times has adopted a deadline for publishing wed- cial matters.
Write thank-you notes and "The day will come when my body will lie upon a
CANCER
ding reports.
to July 22) 101 apiii other expressions of senti- white sheet tucked neatly under the four corners of a
All wedding accounts, whether with a photo or (June 21
Collectibles will prove to be ment. A local visit has roman- mattress, located in a hospital busily occupied with
not, should be delivered within two weeks of the a worthy
the living and the dying. At a certain moment a doctor
investment now. tic overtones. Buying and sell- will determine that
my brain has ceased to function
ceremony. Information delivered to the newspaper Make common-sense deci- mg are favored.
and that for all intents and purposes my life has
office more than 30 days after the ceremony can not sions about joint security. Sign CAPRICORN
stopped.
be accepted.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) id
important documents.
Splurge a bit and buy "When that happens. do not attempt to install
Forms outlining all pertinent information needed LEO
artificial
into my body by the use of a machine
2(q. yourself a gift. You may also and don'tlife
for a wedding article are available at the (July 23 to Aug. 22) 41.
call this my deathbed. Let it be called the
something
would
find
that
newspaper office, 106 N. 4th St.
You'll be given love and afbed of life and let my body be taken from it to help
fection and vou should please a loved one. Seek quali- others lead fuller lives.
ty rather than bargainh.
"Give my sight to the man who has never seen a
AQUARIUS
sunrise, a baby's face or love in the eyes of a woman.
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Give my heart to the person who has nothing but
Spruce up your appearance. endless days of pain. Give my blood to the teen-ager
Charm and sociability are who was pulled from the wreckage of his car so that
le Features the styling of fine furniture.
your allies now. Private chats he may live to see his grandchildren play. Give my
are emphasized, but be sure to kidneys to a person who depends upon a machine to
• Makes entertaining, day-to-day living more
exist from week to week. Take my bones, every
keep confidences.
pleasant.
muscle fiber, every nerve and try to find a way to
PISCES
make a crippled child walk. Explore every corner of
•Removes 90%* of airborne dust, dirt,
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
smoke, pollen.
Privacy abets romance. my brain, take my cells, if necessary, and let them
Save time for pet hobbies. A grow so that someday a speechless boy will shout at
• Moves easily from family room to bedroom,
bat or a deaf girl will hear the sound of
friend
proves helpful regar- the crack of aher
conference room to office.
window.
rain against
ding a conf • career situa- "Burn the rest and scatter the ashes to the wind to
•Costs less to operate than a 50 watt light
Lion. Be realistic.
help the flowers grow.
bulb.
YOU BORN TODAY have ..If you must bury something, bury my faults, my
more inventive ability than weaknesses and my prejudices against my fellow
the typical member of your man. Give my sins to the devil, give my soul to God.
sign. Your idealism attracts "If by chance you wish to remember me,do it with a
you to public service, govern- kind deed or a word to someone who needs you. If you
ment and philanthropy. do all I have asked, I will live forever."
Though concerned about the For information on willing your organs after death,
welfare of mankind, artimes please send a long,stamped,self-addressed envelope
you display a reserve that to: The Living Bank, P.O. Box 6725, Houston, Texas
borders on aloofness. You'll 77005.
have greater success in put- You will be sent a card that should be carried at all
ting across your projects if times. I carry such a card, and I feel that there is
you cultivate a warmer ap- nothing I could leave after my death that will be of
proach. Art, music, theater greater value.
41.N.BBY
and writing are other suitable
outlets for your innovative and
idealistic nature.
CONFIDENTIAL to all of you out there celebrating
the holidays: If you're drinking,don't drive. If you're
driving, don't drink.
lodge meet
S's
Temple Hill Lodge No.
276 Free and Accepted
Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
Masons will meet Mon- what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
day, Dec. 28, at 6 p.m. at congratulations, how to decline and accept invitalodge hall.
tions and how to write an interesting letter are
An election of officers included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
for 1982 will be con- All Occasions." Send $2 and a long, stamped (37
self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
ducted, according to cents), 12060 Hawthorne
Blvd., Suite 5000, HawBooklet,
Daniel Galloway, master. thorne, Calif. 90250.

Life-Giving Legacy Is
Part of Tragic Death

u#9.

datebook

When furnishing your home, office or apartment, the Honeywell Clean Air Machine is the finishing touch ... it adds
the pleasure of clean air for a more comfortable indoor environment.
DIRTY AIR IN

CLEAN AIR OUT

SALE
SHOE
Fall and Winter Shoes
Name Brands
First Quality

I2
/

Years of Efficient Air Cleaning
The principle is called "Electrostatic Precipitation"
but it's not all that complicated. The diagram simplifies the construction of Honeywell's Two-Stage electronic "Super Cell". Airborne particles entering the
ionizing section are given a .strong electrical charge.
Then, the charged particles are attracted to and held
by plates in the collecting section.

Right Next Deer To Holland Dregs
Court Sgeera, Merril, kr

Discounted
Price

Jim's Shoe Outlet
SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER

All Sales Final

No Exchanges

No Refunds

MURRAY,KENTUCKY

BEST
•

COPY
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Diet may cause gas

74 Sieute,444

Lawrence E. Lamb,61.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have a very
problem. I'm e
ast-=
man and am annoyed with
passing as. I eat a well-balanced diet including all
dairy products, meats,fruits
and vegetables(no coffee or
tea). The problem starts
about a ball hour to 45 minutes after I eat a meal. I do
not have indigestion, belching or any other Pain, Plat
pealing ps. I usually take
Di-Gel or-Maalox but neither seems to phase the gas.
DEAR READER —
About half of the patients
who go to see a specialist in
gastroenterology suffer
from gas complaints. So you
are not unusual.
You should know that
antacids are of little value
in controlling gaseousness,
despite what you may have
thought from TV ads. Antacids neutralize hydrochloric
acid in the stomach rather
than relieving gas. Gas
results from swallowing air
or from fermentation of

undigested foods.
In nervous people, excessive air swallowing may
=cur. Everyone has to
swallow some air as you
cannot prevent it when you
eat or drink. In most people
the swallowed air passes
through the digestive system =noticed by all. The
fact that you eat a well-balanced diet may be your
trouble, strange as that may
seem. Many ;people cannot
digest milk. The undigested
milk sugar, lactose, enters
the colon and is fermented
by bacterial action causing
distention and gas. Other
undigested foods also ferment in the colon causing a
release of hydrogen and carbon dioxide.
To give you a better
understanding of gas problems I am sending you The
Health Letter number 6-8,
Controlling Gaseousness.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to

Puberty Treatment Listed
BOSTON (AP) —
Powerful doses of a
natural body hormone
may provide the first effective treatment for
precocious puberty, a
disorder that causes
premature sexual
development in children
as young as 10 months,
researchers say.
Doctors found that by
giving doses of the hormone they were able to
halt sexual growth in five
young girls afflicted with
the disease.
Someday the treatment
may also be used to help
children stunted by
disease. By delaying
puberty, the doctors
believe they will be able
to extend the children's
growing years.
However, they caution
that more research is
needed to determine what
effect this treatment has
on later sexual development and growth.
Puberty ordinarily
begins around age 11 in
girls and 12 or 13 in boys.
But youngsters with
precocious puberty begin
to experience the changes
of adolescence before the
age of 8 and sometimes
while still in infancy.
Victims develop
mature sex organs and go
through the emotional
turmoil and sexual
awakening of puberty.
The disorder is six times
more common in girls
than in boys, and about
one child in every 5,000 or
10,000 has a severe
enough form to require
medical help.
The latest study was
conducted by doctors at
Massachusetts General
Hospital, the Salk Institute and the National
Institute of Child Health
and Human Development. It was published in
Thursday's issue of the

me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station. New York, NY
10019.
A practical suggestion for
you and others who suffer
from gas is to start a list of
the foods you notice cause
gas. Eliminate foods one at
a time and see if that solves
your problem. You might
start with eliminating milk
and all milk products. Then
if that doesn't make any
difference, resume the milk
but eliminate another food.
Beans, cabbage, cucumbers,
radishes, onions and
applesauce are common gas
formers.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
son, who is in college, didn't
feel well. When he stood up
his head felt like it was
going to blow up. He went to
the student health center
and his blood pressure was
low while lying down and
lower when sitting up and
very low when standing.
Since low blood pressure
rum in the family I was not

concerned but I have since
heard that low blood pr
sure could kill you. is this
true? What causes it to
drop? What can be do to
keep it up? The hospital
doesn't seem to be
concerned.
DEAR READ= — The
way low blood premmre
will kill you is if it is a
to an under=
disease eir a
response to some trauma. In
most cases of consistent low
blood pressure the "victim"
oft= lives longer than the
rest of us. Why? Because
there is less chance of developing fatty -cholesterol
deposits in the arteries. The
blood pressure usually drops
because too much blood
pools in the legs. The usual
symptom,if any, is faintness
on standing. Symptoms can
often be relieved by pressure garments applied to the
legs or even elastic bandages if need be. These prevent pooling of blood in the

Is Having
An Inventory Clearance
Sale

==e

Everything Cash & Carry Only

1/4 OFF

Legs.

THE ACES®IRA

Entire'Stock

G. CORN, JR.

Sale Items Include:

New England Journal of
Medicine.

The doctors used the
new therapy on girls who
ranged in age from 2 to 7.
The girls received a
powerful derivative of a
natural brain chemical
called luteinizing
hormone-releasing hormone,or LHRH.
Ordinarily, LHRH is
produced in short bursts,
and it turns on production
of hormones called
gonadotropins. These, in
turn, stimulate the
ovaries to make estrogen.
But when LHRH is administered in continuous
doses, it has the opposite
effect. The body stops its
production of sex hormones, and sexual
growth ceases.
The girls received
LHRH for eight weeks.
Levels of gonadotropins
fell to pre-puberty levels,
and breasts and pubic
hair also regressed in
some of the girls. When
treatment stopped, they
began producing sex hormones again.
A major problem of
precocious puberty is

short stature, because the
early start of puberty
causes bones to stop
growing prematurely.
The doctors hope that if
their treatment proves to
be safe, victims of this
disease will reach normal
height.
Although no boys were
enrolled in the test, the
doctors speculate that the
therapy will help them,
too.
Dr. William F. Crowley
Jr., who conceived the
treatment at
Massachusetts General
Hospital, said five other
girls have since received
LHRH continuously for a
year. Their growth has
continued at pre-puberty
levels.

"There is nothing so fatal
•A 3
to character as half-finished
tasks." — David Lloyd
Vulnerable: Both
George.
North. The bidding:

There are no short cuts in
the play of today's intriguing slam. Declarer meets
two bad breaks to start with
but that gives little reason
to invite a third.
Dummy's club queen goes
up at trick one but East's
king kills declarer's first
hope. Declarer wins the club
ace and starts the trumps.
He plays the trump king and
a trump to his ace and the
second shock is recorded.
East now has a trump trick
to go with declarer's club
loser.
Obviously, dummy's diamonds offer the last hope
for a discard of declarer's
losing club. After winning
the trump ace, how should
declarer proceed?
If declarer takes a diamond finesse to his jack,
intending to throw his club
on the diamond king, the
finesse loses and the slam
goes two down. That makes
three bad breaks and a good
sad story but it's not the
best way to play the hand.
After winning the trump
king, declarer has a better
shot by playing the ace and
king of diamonds and ruffing a third round (if East
ruffs, declarer throws his
club). A spade to dummy's
jack allows another diamond ruff to establish
dummy's fifth diamond and
now the slam is cold. Another spade to dummy provides
NORTH
•A Q
•K J 8
*K 874 2
•Q 7
WEST
48 6 2
V3
* Q 10 9 5
4 10 8 6 5 4

North
I NT
4V
s•

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

Dealer
West
Pass
Pass
All
pass

South
311
4 NT
6W

Opening lead: Club five
for the club discard on
dummy's last diamond and
East gets only his queen of
trumps.
Bid with Corn
South holds:

12-28-B

410 K 109
V A 1097 6S
•A J
•A 3

South
111,

All Wedding Gowns &
Formals
Norman Rockwell Figurines
Waterford Crystal
Brass & Pewter Items
All China, Crystal & Flatware
Current Bridal Registry Excluded,

North
2W

ANSWER: Four hearts. May
not make but the six card
suit and wealth of controls
make the game a fair bet.
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P.0 Box 12343, Dallas. Texas 75225.
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply

EAST
•7 5 4 3
•Q 4 2
•
4KJ92

Lost 30 Lbs,In 8 Weeks.
Shari's story is easy to
relate to. She hod never been
overweight until she got married and settled into a routine
of late night cooking and
snacking. She had never
.'.•:•
seriously dieted before and
really didn't know how to except to starve. Shari knew
that if she didn't get started
on a diet, the weight problem
was going to get worse. She
had to do something. Then a
friend told her about the Diet
Center - after 8 weeks on the
well balanced diet Shari lost
30 lbs. and 3214 inches and
she never felt better.
So come on girls and guys start the New Year with a
resolution to lose that excess
weight to look and feel better
-.about yourself.

121 By-Pass. Murray. Ky.

Miles Standish was put
militia at Plymouth,
Mass.,in 1621.

WE WILL NOT BE OPEN
Sunday, Dec. 21th

WE WILL NOT BE OPEN
Sunday, Dec. Mb

AFTER CHRISTMAS

"The Natural Way to Lose Weight!

LE WINTER
COATS

Entire Winter Stock

SUITS
Regularly 96 00 to 360 00 Values

64"T.240"
Entire Winter Stock

FL MINS flItS
EMU NA 10 WA VILE

DRESSES
'

Regularly 38.00 to 140.00 Values

24 89

00

To

TO

Junior & Missy

39900

SPORTSWEAR
Ripoolorty 17.00 to 94.00 Values

1/
1/
4 To 3 off
Junior & Missy

641 N. 753-0020 Murray, Ky.

74-Sklatedde

12-28-A

SOUTH
•K 109
•A 109 7 6 5
•A J

Our New Location
"The Village"

Sale Merchandise, Not Returnable, No
Alterations, Or Gift Wrapping
Other Discount Cards Do Not Apply

in charge of the Pilgrims'

Shari McClure Of Murray

LILABLE

121 Ily-Pasa, Murray.Ky.
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PORK CHOPS
$158

CHICKEN

lb.

*TAIT

MIME OR HALF SLAB

BBQ
RIBS
$199

DRUMSTICKS

.49c

LB.
LESSER QUANTITIES

SMOKED
TURKEY

BOSTON
ROLL ROAST

29

Kwick Krisp

Fury gm Pak

Tender Family l'ak (RIO)

SLICED
BACON

GROUND
CHUCK

$178 0.. 109

68

deice Shad

PORK
STEAKS

LAMB
SHOULDER

$2
68

8.

919

$

1201.

b.

b.

b.

1 LB. P56.51.45

111.
SAKI 30t PEI LI ON ICAN COVERED

JIMMY DEAN

U S.D. A . CHOICE
BEEF IIONItESS

IN STORE RAKED

KAISER
POTATO
ROLLS
SALAD
79t 66
00 $1 19

RUSSER
BOLOGNA
$ 99

U.S. Gov't Greeted Choice Reef

ES $2 49

SAVE 20t PIt 1,0 ON
AMERICAN OR MUSTA

SAKI 50t PER LI
ON ALL MEAT

Just Heat I Serve

FLAT
BRISKETS
$179

39

SLICED
BOLOGNA . up:

U.S.D.A. ClICNCE BEEF
FAMILY PAX

CUBED
STEAKS

0100SE FROM. PORT WINE. SACO*. CHEDOAR, SNAIP CHEDDAR
JALAPENO, GREEN EMERALD OAR 5C111121

14 $
2
48
INEF HIORT MI6. LI SI 39

SAUSAGE
100(11 11011.00

929

OS

SERVE N SAVE
WIENERS

lb.

89c

pkg.

79

BRAUNSCHWEIGER.
.

59c

NOG NEAD...LB. Set

SMOKEDlittamu $
SAUSAGE
..
I

PORK
STEAKS
$1 28

$1
..

CNOICE

LEG 0
LAMB

lb.

SO"
MT. DEW, DIET PEPSI,
DR. PEPPER, SEVEN-UP,

9c

2% MILK

PIZZA

29
Plus Deposit

8 16 Oz. Bottles

$199

Kroger

PEPSI COLA

$

909

CHUNK
BOLOGNA

FAMILY PA! TINDER
(3/S LI. WW1

69

si.
AICED
BACON

ROOM MIMI

PORK
JOWLS

1

I99

21.11. PIG. $3.37
GOOD ANYTIME

117Felic
LIINCHEON'Ig.

S1 19
..

SMOKED

lb.

$129

MOW MIKA!01111101

lb.

CHEESE
BALLS

14 oz.

SPREAD

FRESH

PORK
SAUSAGE
$169

12 oz
Fht

$219
Gel.

•
•

Sunkist Seedless 113 Size

NAVEL
ORANGES
BAG Of 10
$1.29

isisACKEYE
PEAS

13c

C TOMATO
3"NN 89 JUICE'

ASSORTED FLAVORS

RUSH S CUT
...

4402. 89C
CAN

Hawaiian Punch

breen Beans

KROGER MANIANILLA
1002i $

i
m WEET
PICKLES

FlOOTA TANGELOS 100 SIZE Of

Juice Oranges
COU
rNTl
es

CANS

LIPTON ONION

1
24 02
At

Le $0139
CAN

SUNSHINE

39

/e

16 02
BOK

99

I29 DEVILED

SWISS
MISS

CORNN

Celery Hearts

•

100

$

Kr°0" DrY

•

BLACKEYE
PEAS

MEAL

69c
49c
$299

Green Beans
atookina
Yellow Squash

LI

U.S.NO 1 "GENUINE"

IDAHO
POTATOES

179

I N KROGER SHARP

IS LI
BAG
10 LI SAG

$170

5230

1001.
PIG

Cheddar Stick

002.
. PIG.

Cream Cheese
KROGER

79c

m mk
OZ.
CAN OYC

Crescent Rolls

ASSORTED FLAVORS

Kroger Sherbet

KRAFT PNILAIMEINIA

HALF $
GALLON

1109

11000 NATURAL FLAVOR

Ice Cream

NAST
GALLON

KROGER

Cottage Cheese

24 OZ.
TUB

188

SARA LEI FRENCH CREAM

Cheese Cake
Jeno's Snack Rolls

129

LISTERINE
MOUTHWASH
929
1201.
BOTTLE

••••

mow I a.**C 011
ail OR•VOLT 1 ct.

Orange Juice

KROGER 11 0/ NOT DOG BUNS OR 13 02

Sandwich Buns
VILLAGE "AKER,

White Bread

3,G
2 2001
1 CT

29

Pound Cakes

$119
$ 109

LOAVES

COUNTRY OVEN
1202
CAN $

2.16 „
•;s% BREAST 0'
CHICKEN TUNA

16 01
PIG

S 139

CoRONET
TISSUE
$1169
$ roll

95

2401.

ENERGIZER
BATTERIES

602
PIG

s289
891

KROGER FROZEN COIKENTIATI

.s SANDWICH
BREAD

PIMENTO
CHEESE
$1109

21, 2 0
PIG

EGG OR PIZZA

CONTROLS MOUTH °GOSS

1111W M.

s

$179

LARGE
2
1,9C
MG ‘

GARDEN IRISH

EWE

22cAsn,

SPAM

MEMdSP CAUTOKENA

5 Li SAG

/602
JAI

$229 Dry Roasted Peanuts
MIMES

139

12 02
PIG

Mushrooms

27 02
Al

Coffee-Mate

AND

F

'6 07,89
C
PIG

GOLD CREST

NON DAIRY CREAMER

13c

EACH

65c Snack Crackers

2 CT
PIG

NOT COCOA MIT

C

CRACKERS

59c

1U41110
ROLE

TOWELS
ASSORTED RIMER

tAN

Folger's Coffee

37

$1

FRUIT
891 COCKTAI
2702
L
3 $ 09 Soup & Dip Mix

CAN

ASSORTED GRINDS

Stuffed Olives

05 SQ LL
09 KLEENEX

6 )bo„f ...z.

Pkg.

949

R
CRO
YOUKE
2 a."AA" OR "AA"

BATTERIES

$1.19

Kodak film

C0135.24 OR C0110 24

KODAK
FILM
$ 79
(ACM
KG.

111‘1111114 ODUI

mom

Niquil
unnorm
Chloraseptic Spray

DI

45011
PIG

TISSUE

s

MI SR TO CAMAS

Polaroid Film

UT YOUR FOOD COSTS WITH COST-CUTTER BRANDS
....EVERYDAY AT KROGER!
BATHROOM
CUTTERriUD

$12"

P
r
=

S9c

COST CUTTER IIIII(14 STYLI
16

Green Beans

ei
CAN

COST CUTTER ASSORTED

Cake Mixes

1

33c
Sic

COST CUM"

Cooking Oil

3047, $129

COST CUTTER MINIATURE

Marshmallows

111', 01
PIG

COST CUTTER CREAM STYLI Of WIWI MINE
16 01
CAN

Golden Corn

39c
37c

COST CUTTER

Whole Tomatoes

1601
CAN

BLEACH

69

GALLON
BOTTLE

COT CUTTER CIIANY

COST CUITCI AININICAN

Cheese Food Singles".::
COST COMO 4111MITIOS

Margarine

39c

I Ll.
PUG

$11, Salad Dressing

39c

320l
'Al

894

COST MTN PRIPAIED

Mustard

3211 59'

l' 11.P. 7 I111 MI KM 11 . its..LEIN.tH & llMIs. Monda

ULABLE

neernslIer 211. 1911

AINftwiftesiatialk

YEAR
ErlD
Frigidaire

* Free Delivery
* Free Installation
* Free Disposal of old
washer
* Easy Credit Terms

4 Days
Only

FRIGIDAIRE
RANGE
ONLY $289
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
• 12 cu. ft. capacity
• Energy saving Refrigerator
• Only 28" wide
• Automatic defrosting in refrigerator section
• Full width shelves, also Hydrator for vegetables

$398.

Frigidaire
Washer
Heavy Duty

Maytag Jetclean

• 2cycles Regular &

DISHWASHERS

Savings

• Lift off Door
• Lift up top
• Spill Saver Top
• Pull out surface
units

QUICK
• 3 Temperature
Combinations
• 2 Way Extra Surging
Wash Action
• Lint Filter

• Nobody gets dishes cleaner!
• Low Energy cycle for everyday
loads • Energy Saver Drying cycle circulates air without heat.
• Exclusive Micro-Mesh,: Filter •
3 level Jetwash System

FRU
COOKING
SCHOOLS
wrtH PURCHASE

HOOVER.
CLEAN GREEN
CONVERTIBLE UPRIGNT
• All Steel Agitator
• Big Disposable Bag
• 4 position

ONLY

$375

Selection

ONLY
• Exclusive Rotawave Cooking
• 700 Watts Of Microwave Power'
• Exclusive Choke-Door Seal
• Large Stainless Steel Interior
• See-Through Window Plus Interior Light
• Removable Glass Oven Tray
• Cookmatic Power Control

Miripool

Automatic
Washer/Dryer
Washer features:
• Energy Saving Washer
• 4 Automatic Cycles
• Energy Saving Water Temp
Control
• Water Saving Load Size
Selector

Dryerfeatures:
• Custom Dry Control
• 3 Cycles
• 4 Drying Temperatures

• No Iron Care For
Permanent Press Fabrics
And Knit Setting

Buy
Now
Offer
Ends
Soon

• Automatically heat
their own water in
every complete cycle.
• Use 25% less energy,
*30% less time and
30% less water than
previous KitchenAld KDC- 19
models.
• New Energy-Saver Dry Heat Ott Option
reduces energy consumption
• Exclusive Multi-Level Wash System
• 10,5 and 1 year triple
Protection Warranty.

""kn'Y$449

S
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Racer Roundball Returns
MSU, Eastern Illinois
Collide In Tournament
It will be a brief holiday break for Murray State
as the Racers must prepare for a series of crucial
encounters, beginning with two games Dec. 29-30 in
the Evansville Holiday Tournament.
Winning its last five outings by a total of 12 points,
including four final advantages by two-point
margins, Murray State's 7-2 pre-Christmas record
represents its best start since the 1976-77 season.
Following the tournament at Evansville, the
Racers will resume conference competition with a
televised contest Jan. 3 (noon tip-off) at Bowling
Green against defending OVC champion and preseason favorite Western Kentucky.
The Racers have demonstrated a flare for the
dramatics with down-to-the-wire finishes in their
last five outings. The two most impressive final
margins, however, were wins at Notre Dame and
Bradley.
"You have to be proud of wins at Notre Dame and
Bradley," said Racer coach Ron Greene. "One national magazine ranked their gymnasiums among
the 10 toughest places for an opponent to win in college basketball."
Murray State is still minus two-time allconference guard Lamont Sleets, who broke a bone
in his left foot Dec. 2 in the second-half of the
Southern Illinois game. Sleets is expected to be
sidelined six to eight weeks and will possibly be redshirted.
Greene has found depth to be a key factor in the
Racers success as lurray State's bench has contributed an averig of nearly 16 points a game,
compared to final tea'th average of 11.1 last season.
Reserves Walt Davis and Brian Stewart combined for 22 points off the bench in the Bradley win and
sparkplug guard Tony Slaughter, who rescued the
Racers with 17 points against Youngstown, came
off the pine to contribute 12 in the Ferris State victory.
A pair of steady juniors,6-6 guard Glen Green and
6-7 forward Ricky Hood, have been impressive at
both ends of the court.
Green, who paces the OVC in assists, scored a
game-high 22 points with seven assists in the
Bradley victory. Hood continues to lead the conference in rebounding and field goal percentage.

Kirray Ledger Itt

(iris

Giants Pluck Eagles, 27-21

Giants Visit 49ers Next

ROUNDBALL RETURNS — Murray State's
basketball squad cranks up again after the
Christmas break with a two-day tournament in
Evansville beginning Tuesday. The Racers, under
coach Ron Greene (left) are paired with Eastern Illinois in the first round of the tournament (6:35
—Photo by Jim Rector
Murray State will open play in the 26th annual
Evansville Holiday Tournament against Eastern Illinois with tip-off Tuesday at 6:35 p.m. Host
Evansville will face another OVC opponent in Tennessee Tech in the nightcap at 8:35 p.m. The consolatin game and championship game are scheduled for the same times the following night.
Evansville, which has won its own tournament 12
times, owns a sparkling 6-1 record and qualifies as
the pre-tournament favorite.
Murray State will enter the field with a strong
Evansville-area flavor in its roster. Forwards Walt
Davis and Mike McKinney are products of
Evansville Central High while Green was a standout at nearby Henderson County High School.

By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP)
— It was simply a case of
the New York Giants
beating the Philadelphia
Eagles at their own game
— running the football
and unrelenting defense.
The Giants, with the
help of a pair of firstperiod turnovers — two
fumbled kick returns —
beat the Eagles 27-21 in a
National Football League
wild card playoff game
Sunday.
New York running back
Leon Bright caught a 9yard touchdown pass
moments after Eagle
return specialist Wally
Henry fumbled a punt at
his 25. Later in the first
quarter, Henry bobbled a
kickoff that rolled into the
end 'zone where Mark
Haynes fell on it for a
touchdown and a 20-0
Giant lead that quieted a
crowd of 71,611 at
Veterans Stadium.
The Giants sandwiched

those two touchdowns
around a scoring drive
capped by a 10-yard pass
from quarterback Scott
Brunner to wide receiver
John Mistier.
The Giants now head
for California to meet the
San Francisco 49ers, the
National Conference
Western Dvision champions, in a second-round
playoff game next Sunday.
The Eagles reduced the
deficit to 20-7 in the second quarter on a 15-yard
pass from quarterback
Ron Jaworski to wide
receiver Harold Carmichael. It ended a 26yard drive following a
pass interception.
The Giants, however,
took the ensuing kickoff
and drove 62 yards in five
plays for a touchdown
that gave them a 27-7
halftime edge. Rob
Carpenter gained 40
yards on the ground and
Brunner completed the
drive with a 22-yard scor-

ing strike to tight end
Tom Mullady.
The Eagles scored once
in the third period on a 6yard run by Wilbert Montgomery,and again in the
fourth on Montgomery's
1-yard dive. But that was
all they managed against
the fierce Giant defense.
Carpenter, the running
back acquired from
Houston in a trade after
the season started, led
the New York running
game with 161 yards in 33
caries. He said he had
"great one-on-one blocking up front."
What made the effort
by the Giants' offensive
line even more outstanding was that it came
against the NFL's topranked defense.
The Giants were led by
Brunner, the second-year
man who took over six
weeks ago when Phil
Simms suffered a
separated shoulder.
"The Eagles have a
good club, but the breaks

Jets, Todd Grounded By Buffalo
Haymakers In Wildcard Playoff
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK AP ) —
For the New York Jets, it
was not unlike the boxer
who dances to the'rniddle
of the ring at the bell and
before he can get his
dukes up — barn! — a
roundhouse haymaker

sends him crashing to the
canvas.
He shakes the cobwebs
out of his head, rises
unsteadily and — boom !
— down again. Up again,
down again, up again —
bang! — where are all of
those shots coming from?
In the National Foot-

'Barna, Bryant Intend To Break Longhorn Jinx
In fact, Bryant, who says beat Baylor ( in the Cotton
By JOE STROOP
Associated Press Writer he is delighted to be here Bowl) was one of the best
DALLAS 1AP) — Paul for the Cotton Bowl, also we've ever had at this
"Bear" Bryant is not says he hopes his team time of year. The team
showering the current doesn't embarrass him we have this year has
never played as well as
University of Alabama during the game.
"Last year's team that the one that beat Baylor
football team with praise.
last year," Bryant said
shortly after his
Sunday,
December
team arrived for the 47th
29-30-81
playing of the New Year's
Day game.
The Tide, 9-1-1, ranked
third nationally and making its 23rd consecutive
Men's or Ladies bowl appearance under
Bryant, will meet sixthrated Texas, the
Southwest Conference
runnerup, standing in for
probation -spattered
Southern Methodist.
9
Asked how much this
2/4 2"each team had matured during
the season, Bryant
1 replied, -Not as much as
Coupon
I had hoped. We would
get better then roll back
Dresses
some. That started about
HOUR
O.,' 2
the Mississippi State
DRY
game (a 10-10 tie), I
,
think.
Meets and fancy en)e'en
Control Shopping Center
"We came on after that
C
ITWST wcompon, ger men,
p.m.
Open 7:00 o.m. to 6:00
and
started doing the
Good Dec 28 tory Jon 2
29-31
Dec.
Good
things winning teams do,
Phone: 1539525
but we still do some
things that you don't win
doing. I never did think
Laundered and pressed
our
5/ 259 we had reached
to perfection
peak."
week.
all
Short
good
prices
hangers
folded or on
Bryant's apparent

"That's the way
you want
LL."
2 Piece
Suits

one

cLeaneRs
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Shirts 001,4! 59g

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
L "•

1981 Buick Riviera
Brown and beige two tone, beige cloth in
• tenor, loaded, moon roof, 1 4,xxx miles

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-2617

GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

GM

GiDflOtAL MOTORS PARTS 01111SION

641 S.
Murray

disappointment in the
club may stem, in part,
from late-sea'son
disciplinary problems
that resulted in suspension of two -_starters —
N o.2 rustler l,innie
Patrick and All Southeastern Conference
linebacker Thomas Boyd,
neither of whom will play
Friday.
"I did a poor job of bringing them along, let's
put it that way," said
Bryant, who did not
elaborate on the suspensions. "We could have
been a great team...if
we'd had a little more
oneness. I don't know
where I failed them. If I

I

knew, I wouldn't have
failed."
Another thing that may
stick in Bryant's craw is
his 0-2-1 postseason
record against Texas
since he took charge at
Alabama in 1958.
Bryant grinned ruefully as he stepped off the
team's charter plane Sunday and told a reporter,
"I wouldn't say we've
had trouble with Texas.
They've just always
defeated us."
Later, during a formal
news conference, Bryant
grumbled, "We've never
beaten Texas, as you
know. I don't have to tell
you that we have great

respect for them. We're
looking forward to the
game."
And during an official
reception downtown,
Bryant returned to the
theme.
"We're delighted to be
here. I hope we prove
worthy of the invitation.
I've always had excellent
treatment every time
I've come out here. Except I get beat every
time."
A victory against Texas
would give Bryant seven
consecutive bowl-game
triumphs, something no
other college coach has
ever had.

Allen Slowed By Flu

Year's Day game.
USC head Coach John
Robinson said Allen got
ill on the plane ride here
Saturday from Los
Angeles. The tailback
then missed Saturday's
practice, but was back in
pads Sunday.
Robinson is running his
The No.8 Trojans will squad through
-hour
meet seventh -ranked practices at suburban
Penn State in the New Mesa Community College. He has expressed
surprise "that we seem
quicker now than we did
at the end of the season,
and we're in good shape
after the long layoff."
However, Robinson
noted the Trojans "still
have some Thanksgiving
turkey to digest, and we
have lots of hard work
ahead of us."
About 10 miles to the
northeast, at Scottsdale
Community College,
Penn State's Nittany
Lions are being put.
through twIrheur, 15minute workouts by
Coach Joe Paterno.
Pa terno said
sophomore defensive end
Kirk Bowman will probably miss the game
after suffering a knee injury in the regular season
finale against Pitt.
But he added that

PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP)
— A touch of the flu has
slowed down Heisman
Trophy winner Marcus
Allen during the University of Southern California's first few practice
sessions for next week's
Fiesta Bowl.

96 Years of
Service To
Murray &
Calloway County
J.N. Churchill
Funeral Nome

went our way today and.
we capitalized on them,"
said Brunner. He completed nine of 14 passes
for 96 yards, but three of
them went for
touchdowns.
Brunner looked ahead
to Sunday's game with
the 49ers, the only team
to beat the Giants since
he became quarterback.
The 49ers beat New York
in San Francisco,17-10.
The Eagles drove 80
yards in the final period
to pull within 27-21. They
were helped by three
penalties before Montgomery scored from the
one.
But the Giants ran out
the final 2:51 on the clock
as Carpenter made two
first downs.
Jaworski completed 13
of 24 for 154 yards, and
Montgomery ran for 65
yards on 15 carries.
The Giants, the worst
offensive team in the
NFL, gained 275 yards to
the Eagles'226.

junior tailback Curt
Warner, who missed two
games due to hamstring
pulls, "is 100 percent now
and ready to go."
According to Paterno,
Warner "has the same
kind of potential" as
Allen, who rushed for an
NCAA record 2,342 yards
this season.
"If Curt stayed healthy
and carried the ball as
much as Marcus did, I
think he'd be in the same
category," Paterno said.
When asked about
Allen, however, Paterno
said the shifty USC senior
is in the same class as exPittsburgh running star
Tony Dorsett — now with
the National Football
League's Dallas
Cowboys.
Allen shattered
Dorsett's NCAA-record
rushing total of 1,948
yards, set in 1976. He
became the first player in
college football history to
crack the 2,000-yard barrier in a single season.

ball League's AFC wildcard playoff game in
Shea Stadium Sunday,
the Buffalo Bills struck
with such suddensnessand deadliness that the
New York Jets found
themselves down 24-0
with only a third of the
game played.
Did Coach Walt
Michaels of the Jets panic
and throw in the towel?
No,sir.
"It's like dice," said
the son of an immigrant
Polish miner, "and you
don't feel you can always
roll seven, you just don't
shoot." So the Jets kept
bouncing back like a rubber ball and made a game
of it on a raw, drippy
afternoon although the
Bills prevailed 31-27 in an
old-fashioned cliffhanger.
The comeback Jets
were 10 yards away from
a possible winning
touchdown when Buffalo's Bill Simpson, a free
safety who was a goat of
the Bills' playoff loss to
San Diego a year ago,
redeemed himself bysnaring an errant
Richard Todd pass and
snuffed out the Jets' last
flickering hope of
duplicating the Joe
Namath Super Bowl
heroics of 1969.
Mark Gastineau, the 65, 276-pound co-chairman
of the Jets' notorious New
York Sack Exchange,
was sighted on the Jets'
bench in those final
moments, eyes closed,
hands folded as if in
prayer.
"Please excuse me, I
just don't feel like talking
football now," he said
later, seeking solitude in
the locker room. His
sacking partner, 272-

pound Joe Klecko, could
hardly stand on a swollen
ankle.
A distraught Todd rushed to the sanctuary of the
off-limits training room.
"I had to be depended
upon, but I didn't come
through," he said quietly
to a pursuing newsman.
Technically, it wasn't a
great game. There were
stark errors in judgment
and execution on both
sides — fumbles, centers
bouncing the ball back to
kickers, perfect passes
sliding through slippery
hands.
Wesley Walker, the
Jets' ace wide receiver,
twice dropped passes in
the end zone. Teammate
Bruce Harper fumbled
the opening kickoff and
the Bills' Charles Romes
was in the end zone with
the first touchdown in 16
seconds, a second off the
all-time playoff record.
Buffalo needed only 55
seconds to score its second touchdown and 51
seconds its third. By this
time, the Jets were
glassy-eyed.
Trailing 24-10 late in the
third period, needing two
TDs to tie, the Jets drove
to the Bills' one. There in
a state of confusion they
called a timethit, lost a
yard and finally settled
for 'a field goal when a
touC'hdown was
desperately needed.
If anything, the game
proved that there is
dullness in perfection,
while excitement and
great fan stimuli in
human error. Overall, it
was a poorly played
game, with the Bills
deserving their slender
victory-, but the fans loved every scrambling,
hectic moment of it.

Sports, Briefly
TRUNKED HOME

to the Ohio campus curled up in the trunk.

ATHENS,Ohio (AP) —
A head football coach
sometimes has to be as
resourceful as he expects
his players to be.

ITALY HELPED
I.ANDOVER, Md.(AP)
— Spencer Haywood of
the Washington Bullets
played last year in Italy
Coach Brian Burke of
a number of seasons
after
Ohio U. flew back to this
in the NBA. He insists the
city after a game at Noryear in the Mediterrathern Illinois. With him
nean did him a lot of
were athletic director
good.
Harold McElhaney and
"I needed time with
announcer Dick Schorr.
Haywood said
myself,"
When the plane landed
with the
signing
after
the men made their way
Bullets. "I had to-sit down
car
small
to Schorr's
with Spencer. I had been
parked at the airport. It
the finger at
pointing
Both the Trojans and
was so small it could seat
else but I had
everybody
Nittany Lions bring 9-2
only two. Schorr took one
the finger at me. I
point
to
records into the 11th an- and
McElhancy the other
nual Fiesta Bowl at
had to get away for a
70,000-seat Sun Devil
Burke? He made the 75- year, mentally and
Stadium in suburban mile trip from the a irpeft physically to check
myself out."
Tempe
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Cards,'Cats Toppled In Top 20 Competition
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Terry Cummings
claims he just wants to be
part of the act at DePaul.
But Saturday, he was
the whole show.
Scoring a career-high
37 points and grabbing 19
rebounds, Cummings led
the nation's 13th-ranked
team to a 75-68 upset of
No.8 Louisville.
Cummings' performance eclipsed his
previous scoring peak of
31 points, achieved
against Loyola of Chicago
in 1979.
The Blue Demons, who
committed 12 turnovers
in the first half,
regrouped after intermission with Skip Dillard,
Cummings and reserve
Tyrone Corbin leading
the comeback in the nationally televised game at
the Rosemont Horizon in
Chicago.
After Louisville's Lancaster Gordon tied the
score at 39 with 14:09 remaining, the Blue
Demons went on a 10-2
spurt over the next 4:40,
with Bernard Randolph
scoring two baskets. With
4:06 remaining, DePaul

held a 6544 advantage.
Derek Smith scored 20
points for Louisville,
which lost its second
game in a week. The Cardinals lost to Oregon
State last Sunday in
Tokyo.
In other games involving the nation's ranked
teams Saturday, No. 1
North Carolina drubbed
No. 2 Kentucky 82-69 in
the New Jersey
Meadowlands and No.16
Oregon State beat Pittsburgh 88-58 in the Far
West Classic in Portland.
On Sunday, No. 7 San
Francisco beat Bradley
87-82 in a first-round
game of the Rainbow
Classic in Hawaii and No.
9 Missouri beat No. 19
Alabama-Birmingham
98-80 in the Winston Tire
Holiday Classic in Los
Angeles.
The Top Ten
James Worthy and Sam
Perkins combined to help
North Carolina beat Kentucky in their nationally
televised game at East
Rutherford, N.J. Worthy
scored 26 points and
Perkins 21, 17 in the second half when the Tar
Heels put the Wildcats

away. Mel Turpin, playing center in place of Sam
Bowie, wound up with 10
points and just four re•
bounds for Kentucky
after averaging 8.8.
Perkins had 11 rebounds
and Worthy 8.
Bowie aVeraged 17
points and nine rebounds
last season, but has been
on the sidelines since Xrays revealed a hairline
fracture in his left leg last
July.
Eric Booker sank two
free throws with no time
on the clock as San Francisco rallied to defeat
Bradley.
Booker's first free
throw broke an 82-82 tie
and gave the Dons their
10th consecutive victory
of the year. After
Booker's second free
throw, Eric Slaymaker
converted three of four
technical foul free throws
assessed against Bradley
Coach Dick Versace at
the final buzzer.
Bradley, behind
Michael Anderson's 27
points, had built a 10point lead,81-71, with 3:20
to play, but Anderson's
free throw with 1:35 left
was the only other point

the Braves could muster.
Jon Sundvold scored 22
points as Missouri
erupted in the final 8:30 to
beat Alabama Birmingham. Missouri
had a tough time with
UAB for most of the
game. But with 8'i
minutes to play, Missouri
scored eight straight
points, four by Sundvold,
to take a 12-point lead,
and the Blazers didn't
threaten after that.

Cauthen Bids Farewell
To U.S. Horse Racing
FLORENCE, Ky.(AP)
— Jockey Steve Cauthen,
who left the United States
to race in England following the 1979 season, said
he plans to stay there for
the forseeable future.
"I have never been
happier riding in Britain
than I am now. I have no
plans on returning to the
U.S. to ride on a regular
basis," Cauthen said in
his British accent Sunday
while attending races at
Latonia.
Cauthen, home at nearby Walton, Ky., for
Christmas, recently
renewed his contract with
the stables of Robert
Sangster, the British
soccer-pool magnate who
owns some of the best
horses in Europe.
Cauthen, 21, is one of
the top ten riders in the
British Isles. He has in-

creas- ed his victories tice and special merit. He
from 52 in 1979 to 61 in said he was pleased Bill
Shoemaker was named
1980 and 87 this year.
The jockey's stagger- Jockey of the Year this
ing 1 977 ac- season.
complishments — 487
"I was happy to see
winners for a then-record
Shoe' win. He
'The
$6 million in one year,
it. I really don't
deserves
when he turned 17 — and
know
about the
much
the 1978 Triple Crown
with Affirmed, had been horses that won with the
of John Henry,
overshadowed by a exception
I saw run in the Arlwho
He
slump.
devastating
failed to win in 110 races ington Million," Cauthen
at Santa Anita in early said.
Cauthen said his own
1979.
farm at Verona,
horse
He felt media pressure
by his father,
Ky.,
run
conwas
U.S.
and
the
in
is
Tex,
smoothly.
running
vinced to accept
in
Sangster's offer
"We're not raising any
Europe.
runners on the farm, but
He said he has modified
horses to sell," he said.
his style and still is learn- Cauthen said he was
ing his trade.
given three of Affirmed's
Cauthen won an un- breeding seasons by
precedented three owners Louis and Patrice
Eclipse Awards in 1977 — Wolfson as a goodwill
best jockey, best appren- gesture.

Sports At A Glance
College Football
College Bowls
The list of college football postseason
games.
Friday,Dec. 25
Blue-Gray Classic
At Montgomery,Ala.
Blue 21, Gray 9
Saturday,Dec. M
Sun Bowl
At El Paso,Texas
Oklahoma 40, Houston 14
Monday,Dec. 28
Gator Bowl
At Jacksonville,Fla.
Arkansas 18-3-0 vs. North Carolina
49-2-01, in ),ABC-TV.
Wednesday,Dec.25
Liberty Bowl
At Memphis,Tenn.
Ohio State 1-3-01 vs. Navy
In). Metro Sports.
Thursday,Dec. 31
Hall of Fame Bowl
At Birmingham,Ala.
Mississippi State t 7-4-00 vs. Kansas
Mizlou.
Peach Bowl
At Atlanta
West Virginia 11-3-0 vs Florida 7.
/, CBS-TV
Bluebonnet Bowl
At Houston
Michigan 8-3-04 vs. UCLA 7-3-1
InI,M alma .
Friday,Jan. 1
Cotton Bowl
At Dallas
Alabama (9-1-1 ) vs. Texas I 9-1-1
CBS-TV.
Fiesta Bowl
At Tempe,Ariz.
Penn State 19-24i vs Southern
California 9-241o, NBC-TV.
Rose Bowl
At Pasadena,Calif.
lowa i0-3-01 vs. Washington 9-2-0
NBC-TV.
Orange Bowl
At Miami,Fla.
Nebraska I 9-2-0 vs. Clemson 1114-01,
fro, NBC-TV
Sugar Bowl
At New Orleans
vs. Pittsburgh 10-1.
(10-141
Georgia
0 4, in r, ABC-TV
Saturday,Jan.a
East-West Shrine Game. Palo Alto,
CBS-TV
Calif
Hula Bowl, Honolulu, Hawaii, ABCTV .
Saturday,Jan. IS
Japan Bowl, Yokohama City, Japan
Senior Bowl, Mobile. Ala , ESPN.
Olympia Gold Bowl, San Diego, Syndicast

MISSION, Kan.(AP) —
The University of Oregon
was placed on a two-year
probation by the NCAA
for violations by its
athletic department in
recruiting, use of funds
and aiddemic standards.

'ARABLE

The National Collegiate
Athletic Association said
sanctions against the
university include prohibiting the football team
from playing in any
postseason bowl game
following the 1982 season
and from appearing on
any NCAA-controlled
television program during the 1982 season.

Missouri earned a spot in
tonight's championship
game of the Winston Tire
tourney against Southern
Cal, which beat Michigan
77-63 in Sunday's other
first-round game.
The Second Ten
Charlie Sitton and Danny Evans led Oregon
State on a 38-9 rampage
through the final 15
minutes of the first half
against Pitt. The Beavers
virtually put the game

away with a 48-18 lead Wisconsin 8f) 112 and
over the Panthers at in- Portland turned back
termission. Sitton scored Tennessee 71 62
Unranked Teams
12 of his 21 points and
Kevin Whiting's 15-foot
Evans had 11 of his 14 in
juniper capped a 16-point
the burst.
The game was one of conieba( k and gave
four opening-rounders in Rhode Island 79-78 victhe Far West Classic over tory over Bethany
the weekend. In other ac- Naiarene in the first
tion, Idaho breezed past round of the All-College
Iowa State 88-68 as Van- tournament at Oklahoma
dals guard Ken Owens set City Saturday In the sea tournament record with (''rid game Saturday ,
k
15 assists; Oregon beat Xrkaits,is

defeated Oklahoma tit
8:1-77
In Sunday's action
the All-College tourne%
Joe Dykstra hit two free
throws with eight seconds
remaining and scored 28
points overall as Western
Illinois edged Oklahoma.
79-711 Lamar beat Pan
American 69-66 in two
overtimes in the other
game as Brian Kelly brew
sank a 11-foot Jumper at
tht. final butter
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Hi-Fi Stereo Headphones'
Slim-Line Digital Display Stereo
Music to Your Ears
Receiver Now 4000 Off! STA-720 by Realistic"
Nova • -PRO by Realistic
I II

0 0

41%

CLit

II

0 0 II

18
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• LED Frequency Display
• Exclusive Auto-Magic•
Precision Fine-Tunes FM
• 5-Level LED AM and FM
Signal Strength Indicators

Save
$120
95
Reg

299.95

Iii

rihtql(

'itt,ft•c)

High performance at a low
price' Muting silences tuning
noise between FM stations.
special circuitry assures full
stereo channel separation All
this, and more, in a receiver only
3'4" high' #31-1997

tr'.14•nirirr f4[1(1(1../1

onturt,tt)1,,

ci, 11W-0 itd1.

tLif H.

•25 watts per channel, minimum mu
into 8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz,with
no more than 005'.total harmonic distortion

rir0
101.1

Floor!Bookshelf
- Speaker System

Experience Outstanding Stereo Sound With
This Complete System By Realistic

Cut$2008° $37
Reg. Separate Items 579.80
• Realistic STA-720 AM/FM Receiver
• Two MC-1401 Walnut Veneer Speakers
• LAB-290 Belt-Drive Automatic
Turntable, $29.95 Realistic/Shure
R47EDT Magnetic Cartridgo. Dust Cover

combine basketball with
a heavy academic load."
Flynn had seen action
in four of the Lady
Racers five outings with
a 2.8 scoring average and
2.5 rebound mark.

Reg.
31.95

MC-1401 by Realistic

Cut
43%

10

E8!
9
39
Reg.69 95 Each

Tennis

MELBOURNE,
Australia I AP I —
Australian John AlexPro Football
ander outlasted Fritz
Buehning 2-6, 6-4, 3-6, 6-1,
NFL Playoffs
in a three-hour first7-6
All Times EST
round match in the
Sunday, Dec.V
Wild-Card Playoffs
$400,000 Marlboro
American Conference
Australian Open.
31,
New York Jets 27
Buffalo
National Conference
In other matches,
New York Giants 27. Philadelphia 21
Australian Cliff Letcher
Conference Semifinals
Saturday,Jan.2
defeated John Sadri 3-6,
National Conference
6-3, 6-4, 6-4; Jim Delaney
Tampa Bay at Dallas. 1 p m
American Conference
defeated Matt Mitchell 6San Diego at Miami,5 p m
4, 3-6, 6-3, 7-6; Syd Ball of
Sunday,Jan.3
American tderence
Australia beat Steve
Buffalo at Cincinnati, 1 p m
Meister 6-2, 6-4, 4-6, 7-6;
National Conference
New York Giants at San Francisco. 5
Jim Gurfein downed
m
Australian Wayne Pascoe
Conference Championships
Sunday,Janie.
6-3, 7-6, 6-3; Sweden's
Thomas Hogstedt edged
Super Bowl XVI
Sunday,Jan 24
McCain 7-5, 6-4, 6-2;
Scott
At Pontiac, Mich 4 p m
Larry Stefanki beat
Australian Wally Masur
4-6, 6-4, 2-6, 6-2, 7-6; and
Australian Charlie FanLady Racers
cutt downed countryman
Chris Johnstone 3-6, 6-4,
6-0.
6-3,
Nancy Flynn, a 6-0
senior reserve forward
Skiing
from Lawrenceburg, Ky.,
will not be returning to
ST.MORITZ,
the Lady Racers basketball squad for the second Switzerland (AP) — Jan
semester. Murray State Henrik Troen of Norway
coach Jean Smith in- set a local record but
dicated Flynn was giving superior style helped
up basketball for Japan's Masihiro
Akimoto to an undisputed
academic reasons.
in St. Moritz'
victory
"She wants to graduate
in the spring which will traditional Christmas ski
mean a heavy class load jumping contest.
Akimoto turned in two
next semester," said
Smith. "It was her deci- leaps of 91 and 92 meter)
sion that she could not to score 259.9 points.
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AM/FM Portable Radio
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Save
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9

Save.14% on a dependable performer! Automatic AC-to-battery
switching, hilo tone switch.
telescopic antenna. With earphone
#12-667
ex.,a

Reg.
44.95
Wake to music or buzzer' Hub
display dimmer. PM/Wake indicators, fastJslow time-set. plus snooze
and 59-minute sleep controls
#12-1521

Phone Amplifier for
Conference Calls

Metronome/
Accompanist

R;r1o,PS

DUZ•FONE•
by Radio Shack
Ull

27°10
Off

_J 211295
e.15
Amplifies calls to room-filling
volume for "hands-free- conversation' Phone line powered—no
batteries required. Ready to plug in
FCC approved #43-276
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Half Price
39?4
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tempo controls Use the built-in
speaker or play thru any amplifier
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Uncle Jeff's
Health 84, Beauty
Aids Dept.
Prices Good Thru Jan. 2nd

Gillette Trac II
Cartridges

Extra Strength

Tylenol
Capsules

YLENO

Package of 9

•
19

$219
Sale

100
Capsules

3

68 Extra Pain Relief
Without Asprin

Sale $

Anchor Hocking
Microwave

r

4.

Dynsound Tape
Storage Center

Baking Sheet

Holds Up To 36 8-Track
or 72 Cassettes
No. 36072

$799

Sale

No. W-0785•34

$4

9

S

Mirro Worthmore

White Rain

Saute Pan

Hair Spray

8" Heavy Duty
Even Heating
Aluminum

Reg., Extra Hold, Unscented,
Ultimate Hold
$ 1 16

Sole

7.5 oz

Contact
Capsules

G.E. light-N•
Easy
'2 HOuR
RELIEF

Spray Steam &
Dry Iron
Model F392

10 Capsules

Pepto
Bismol
Liquid

Low Noise, Full Frequency,
Dynamic Range Pkg. of 3
No. BMC-60

8 Oz Bottle

Sole

5.1

Sole

$ 1 49
I

Silkience
Conditioner

Silkience
Shampoo

Regular Extra Body
7 Oz. Bottle

Regular, Extra Body

$1 19
Sale

engineering as an education discipline.

Cross said.

Since Spring 1980, the
SME Foundation has
awarded 142 grants totalling $723,384.
"A fifth round of grants
will be made May 18, 1982
when the Foundation
Board of directors meets
again", Foundation
President, Ralph E.

The SME, headquartered in Dearborn,
Mich., is a professional
engineering society with
60,000 members in 60
countries. The Society
sponsors a wide range of
continuing education programs for the benefit. of
manufacturing engineers
and technologists.

Christmas Auto Sale Brings Smiles
HUNTINGTON, W. Va
1API — A man and his
friends who spent
Christmas Eve and
Christmas Day on a Huntington car lot said participating in one of the
best car sales of the year
was worth it.
For three days James
Thacker and his friends
conducted their
Christmas vigil, and
when it was all over they
drove away with smiles.
The 30 -year -old
Thacker and three
friends showed up at the
Moses Pontiac Volkswagen dealership
on Dec. 24 to take advantage of a yearly afterChristmas used car sale.
Two days later,
Thacker drove off in a
1974 Plymouth Duster
that he bought for $410

Ruth Ann Mofield,
director of broadcasting
at Freed-Hardeman College, is one of about 65
faculty members from
across the country invited to participate in the
1982 Faculty Industry
Seminar and College Conference of the IRTS
International Radio and
Television Society) in
New York City February
3-7.
Her selection marks
the second time Mofield
has been chosen to attend
the seminar sponsored by

$ 1 49

60-Minute
Blank Cassette
Recording Tape

total $166,165 dispersed
Nov. 6 to 37 universities
and technical institutes
under the SME Manufacturing Engineering
Education Foundation.
The purpose of the grants
is to spur new
developments in
manufacturing
technology and productivity and to further
• The grant is part of a manufacturing
The Society of
Manufacturing
Engineers announces the
awarding of $4,567 in
grants to Murray State
University, Department
of Engineering
Technology. The grants
will be used for the purchase of capital equipment.

but figures was worth
$1,200.
Thacker said his group
was the first to line up for
the annual sale offered by
the dealer to reduce his
inventory. But two more
bargain-hunters joined
his party Christmas
night, and there were
about 30 others on the lot
for Saturday's sale, he
said.
"They had some pretty
good buys, about 10 or 11
real cheap ones,
something under $500,"
Thacker said after the
sale.
An equipment operator
for the state Department
of Highways, Thacker
says he and his friends —
Tom, Don and Wayne
Huffman,all of Glenwood
— stayed in a camper
during their vigil.

Temperatures dropped
to 30 degrees at times, but
the foursome stayed on,
taking turns sleeping by
the dealer's front door to
assure their place in line.
And while some might
not consider a car lot the
best place to spend
Christmas, Thacker said
things weren't so bad.
"My ex-wife brought
some ham, some turkey,
some potato salad," he
said.
This was Thacker's second year at Moses' sale.
Last year he paid $63 for
another Plymouth, a 1972
model, he said. This year
he had the car he wanted
picked out before the sale
started, but had to
scrounge for the money.
"I didn't have enough
money right then for the
Plymouth I bought, so I

had to borrow some. Then
I got the car I wanted,"
he says.
The Huffmans didn't do
too badly either, Thacker
said. In fact, they might
have gotten better
bargins than he did.
They bought a 1972
Chevrolet Caprice for
$173, a 1974 Plymouth
Fury for $185, and also
drove off the lot with an
American Motors Corp.
Hornet for $39, Thacker
said.
One car still on the lot
when the group left was a
$26,000 De Lorean, which
was not priced to move
out quickly.
"Several people looked
at it," Thacker said, "but
paying taxes on it is
enough to bankrupt most
people."

Mofield Invited To IRTS Seminar

12 Hour Relief Cold
Capsules

Full Size Lighter To
Handle Easier To Use

Grant Money Awarded To MSU

the IRTS, a group of network and agency professionals. She attended in
1981 representing
Western Illinois University, Macomb.
This is the first time a
Freed-Hardeman teacher
has been selected. In
1981, Mofield was the first
faculty member ever
chosen from Western Illinois. Those chosen are
given $600 in room and
board but must pay $150
incidental instruction
fees. Twenty-five

students around the nation are also Ricked.
The theme of the 1982
conference will be "The
New Technology and the
Old Media: Mass Communications in 1990. It
will be held at the Old
Pratt Mansion in Glen
Cove.
Leading professionals
from the ABC, CBS, and
NBC networks plus
representatives of major
advertising agencies and
allied industries will conduct
the training sessions.

Mofield joined the
speech faculty at FreedHardeman this fall after
three years at Western Illinois. She has the
bachelor's from David
Lipscomb and the
masters from Murray
State.
Mofield is the daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Ray
Mofield of Hardin. Her
father teaches at Murray
State University and her
mother is chairman of
Home Economics at Marshall County High School.

Available January 1, 1982

The New
High-Yield, Tax -Deferred

$ 1 19

7 Oz. Bottle

Sale

11•R•A •

Individual Retirement Account

G.E. Weathermate

Rival Crockpot

We pay consistently high rates

FM-AM Radio

Slow Cooker/Server

Switch To Instant Weather
On Bock To FM or AM
Without Returning
Slide Rule Dial
Two Antennas
Model 7-2840

Removable Stoneware
Bowl, Cooks 8 to 10
Hours Unwatched
31
/
2 Of. No. 3150

You may have on I.R.A. if you have
any earned working income
You may have an I.R.A. even if you
already have another retirement plan

Sale $ 1 895

General
Housewares

Hershey's Hot

Sauce
Pan Set

Cocoa Mix
Just Add Hot Water
Pkg. of 12 Envelopes

You may have on I.R.A. at Security Federal
regardless of where you now bank

2•Pcs. White Enamel Parts
1 Os. 8, 2 Qt.

-

$ 1 29
Sale

$ 1 29
I

SINGLE/WORKING

MARRIED/BOTH SPOUSES WORKING

Contribute a maximum of
52,000 or 100% of eorned income, whichever is less.

Fo
—ch spouse may contribute a maximum of $2,000 or
100% of their corned iuntome, whichever is less.

MARRIED/ONE SPOUSE WORKING

Vick's Vaporub
Vaporizing Ointment

vatioRub

1.5 Oz Jar

Contribute a maximum of 52,250 or 100% of corned
income, whichever is less, split between two accounts
Ne,ther occount may exceed 52,000

Mar's Cookie Bars
Twix Bars 16 Oz. Box
Milk Chocolate Cookie Bars

Summit Bars

MINIMUM DEPOSIT ONLY $400

Chocolate Peanut Crispy Centers
13.37 Oz. Box
Sale

Deposit as often as you like up to maximum allowed

•

-Dry ideaRo11-0

Mr. Coffee
Filters

Antiperspirant
Reg. or Unscented

Coffee Filters
For Automatic
Coffee.Makers

1.5 oz. Sole

Metamucel
Powder
96
$
;
ori.
Sole

I.R.A. CONTRIBUTIONS ARE FULLY DEDUCTABLE
FROM GROSS INCOME UP TO MAXIMUM ALLOWED
CALL US FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AT 759-1234

Your deposits
are insured up to
$100,000 by FDIC

With Flouride

Security Federal
Savings& Loan
Asso.
1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1234
"Your future Is Important To Us."
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Prices Good Through Jan. 3

Entire Stock Ladies

imp

On Sale
Sadd lemon

Infant
Hardware

Exquisite Form

Bras &
Girdles
1/
2

25%

Boot
Jean

Off

Strollers, Play Pens,
High Chairs and
Carr -Ails

Price

Reg $18.99
Christ as

Latch Hook
Kits

40%

$1 181

Now

Off

Infants, Girls,
and Ladies

Save $7 1 1
Ladies

Men's

Insulated Vests
$888

Winter
Coats

Flannel
Pajamas
/
1
2

Reg. $12.99 Sale

30% to 5
- 0%

Nylon Shell, Full Zip Front

Sportswear

Reg. $9.99 to $12.99

$700

Now

Now

33% to
40%

/

Reg. $13.99 to $16.99

$000
Now

Off

Men's & Boy's

Active
Sportswear
Jackets, Shirts,
Pants...To Match

7

Reg $17 99 & Up
$ 1 1 00
Now
I

Garanimals
and Stonewear.
Blouses, Knit
Tops & Pants

/
13

Save $5.00

Shirts &
Blouses

Infant, Toddlers,
and Girls

Pullovers

Price

Save $4.11

Off

Men's & Boy's
Velour and Chenille

1/2

Flannels, Western
Plaids, Solid
Colors and Fancys

Off

Men's & Boy's
Casual & Dress

Outerwear
"Downlook" Vests
and Jackets
Fleece Lined Coats

1/2

Price

Price

SHOE DEPARTMENT BARGA INS
Mens, Boys, Youths

Men's

Felt pacs
00

Insulated

Rubber Boots

$5

Lace Ups, Brown

$998

41*.

Save Up To $9.01

Only
Mens, Boys and
Women's

Men's

House
Shoes
$150

Off

Reg. Price Any Style

Western Boots

Rain queens

500
Style 1750 Reg $24.99 Sale $
Style 1602 Reg. $42.99 Sole

Off

$2500

And Style

Women's

Reg $4.99

Women's
Men's Dress & Casual

Shoes

1

/0
-0

Off Reg Price Any Pair

Casual
Shoes
Special Purchase
i 1288 1 698 ¶1488 ¶1898
Choice of Several St les

•

$249
S

f•

Save $2.50

UI
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EitiEtit
Concerns Of Kentucky Farmers Vary
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The concerns of
Kentucky's farmers are
many, ranging from interest rates to threats
against the family farm.
Indeed, choosing the
farming way of life
guarantees concern
about economic conditions and self preservation.
But a survey conducted
this fall by the state
Agriculture Department
reflected heightened
awareness among
farmers of a problem
they expect to face more
about in the future:
preservation of
agricultural land.
Seventy percent of the
4,340 farmers responding
to the survey said they
believe urban sprawl is
hurting ehe state. And 82
percent advocated the
enactment of an
agriculture land preservation program in
Kentucky.

Something along that
line is expected to
develop from the work of
the Agriculture Land
Study and Policy Committee — formed a year
ago by a gubernatorial
executive order.
After months of hearings and meetings, the
land study committee is
expected to offer the
governor proposals next
month geared toward the
preservation of Kentucky's farm land.
According to the U.S.
Soil Conservation Service, Kentucky farm land
is being converted to
other uses at a rate of
15,000 to 25,000 acres a
year. Nationally, the shift
amounts to 3 million
acres annually.
In conducting the
survey, the department
mailed questionnaires to
35,974 farmers, their
names taken from the list
of those who have participated in the department's pesticide-training
program.

Among other things,
the farmers told the
department that they
believe Kentucky's milk
marketing and antimonopoly law keeps
milk prices artificially
high.
Agriculture Commissioner Alben Barkley II
may recommend changes
in the law to the 1982
General Assembly.
Before deciding,
however, he is awaiting
the results of a study on
the measure's economic
effect on the state.
The law stipulates that
milk may not be sold
below cost — defined on
the retail level as the
price paid for the milk
plus the cost of doing
business.
The farmers surveyed
also were given an opportunity to suggest ways
of improving the
Agriculture Department.
They had a number of
suggestions: programs to
educate young people and
make it easier to start

farming; more recognition for the farming industry and less for
others, such as coal;
employing people on the
state level who have had
first-hand farming experience.
Some used the forum to
stress the importance of
their business.
"I would just like to say
that the Department of
Agriculture's job is one of
the most important in the
country and it needs
much more attention and
funding," wrote one
farmer.
"Farming is the best
thing going for this country and I would like to see
(it) continue in this trend.
I also see a need for people to understand farming better no matter what
level they are on."
Others directed written
needles in the direction of
either Barkley or Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr., who
have been involved in
what is now a court battle
on the reorganization of
the department.
Under the reorganization, several promotional
functions were taken
from the department and
placed under. the Ken-

COLLEGE ON TV
BUSY? SHORT OF TIME? You can still attend college through
KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION and receive credit
CONVENIENTLY from your local participating college or university Five
courses on KET will be offered beginning this January:
MAKING IT COUNT An introduction
to computer science
COMMUNICATING THROUGH
LITERATURE An introduction to
English combining instruction in writing
with an overview of drama, film and
fiction.
UNDERSTANDING HUMAN
BEHAVIOR An introduction to
psychology.
DEALING IN DISCIPLINE A
graduate-level education course
focusing on school discipline problems.
SIMPLE GIFTS A graduate-level
education course dealing with teaching
gifted and talented students.
For details call toll free
1-800-432-0970
Outside KY call
(606) 233-3000
or mail coupon to:
Linda Bailey
KET
600 Cooper Drive
Lexington. KY 40502

tucky Council on
Agriculture. Both the
council and the department were moved to a
new Energy and
Agriculture Cabinet.
One farmer apparently
found the merger of
energy and agriculture a
bit incongruous.
"Get rid of Sturgill.
What a joke — secretary
of energy and agriculture
— incompatible as can
be.„
Another, however, said
the secretary was doing a
"fine job" of promoting
Kentucky's products.
"Get rid of Alben
Barkley!!!" one farmer
suggested — apparently
with feeling.
"Say goodbye to John
Y.," was another suggestion.
One farmer did not indicate his or her favorite
in the Barkley vs. Brown
skirmish, but the
response reflected a
definite attitude about
their dispute.
"(The department)
should not be a political
football for politicians.
This does not let the free
enterprise system and
supply and demand function properly."

THIRD-PLACE WINNER — Steve Bynum (left) was among the third-place
winners in the NAtional Future Farmers of America "Salute to Agriculture"
contest. Bynum is being congratulated by Calloway County High School FFA advisor Larry Gilbert.

Bynum Wins Third Place
KANSAS CITY, Mo. —
Steve Bynum, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Bynum,
Rt.3, was among the
third-place winners in the
national "Salute to
Agriculture" contest
sponsored by the Hesston
Corp., Hesston, Kan.
Bynum received a $100
cash award for his entry.
More than 4,000 Future
ft
.gOkOke..
1FI,

"SERVING THE
Mg ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

Farmers of America
members submitted
messages about the role
farmers and ranchers
play in improving our
economy and standard of
living, Melvin H. Voth,
Hesston senior vice president, said. The contest,
only for the 500,000 FFA
members, is part of the
continuing educational
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program to the general
public by Hesston Corp.
Voth announced the
judges' decision during
opening ceremonies of
the 54th National FFA
Convention Nov. 12 in
Kansas City.
First place and $500
went to Glen Maurer,
Ulby, Mich. Second-place
winners, receiving $250,
were Steve Mace,
Washington Court House,
Ohio, and Ron Tilford,
Hamilton,Ohio.
Other third-place winners, receiving $100,
were Cary Elgin, Burlington, Kan.; Michelle
Clifford, Eucha, Okla.;
Karen Lopez, Muncie,
Ind.; and Christie Celeta
Clark, Frederick, Okla.

China Expects
Bigger Harvest

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS

V/

Sponsored by is Ifononisy GIIIIIKil en Weber Edocesion

Yes! Send me more information on the following TV courses:
0Making it Count
0Communicating Through Literature
0Understanding Human Behavibr 0Dealing In Discipline
0Simple Gifts
Name
Phone
Address
City
State
Zip
I want to receive credit through
(college or university)

PEKING (AP) — China
is predicting a 7'A2 million
to 10 million ton increase
in its 1981 grain harvest
despite a 6.4 million-acre
decrease in the amount of
land used for grain crops,
the official Xinhua news
agency reported today.
Premier Zhao Ziyang
had said earlier the 1981
harvest would approach
the 1979 record of 332
million tons. Last year's
grain crop dropped to 318
million tons because of
flooding and droughts.
Grain output has been
rising by an average of
10.5 million tons, or 3.5
percent, over the last four
years, Xinhua said.

753-3404

•410YGrain
Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY,KY.

Pa

arrell s Farm & Home Suppl
Calloway County's Complete Form Supply Store

Hwy.94E.

753-7862 Murray, Ky.

Frosty Acres

Blackeyet
1 449
Peas '

LAN D BAN K
c4F6ry-,r/r/ne-,/,

INTRODUCING

20 LA

NEW

Frosty Acres

Outpost Office
At The

Murray
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8:10 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
you v‘ould like to di%cuss long-term financing talk
to us!'

BIG BUCK

Broccoli
Spears $2099
Frosty Acres
24 Lb $ 1 899

Frosty Acres

Brussell Sprouts
Orange Juice

cSu.set

u..
Enjoy a

lfiektim?ifitok

JI-

visit in your
new home.

Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
quckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good placeti
to shop. Useful gifts and invitations You can redeem tot
more gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's what
my visit Is all *bola — and It's free.
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
such a special treat. We've been greeting people for
over 50 years. Just call me.
kettlerios Wined 7S3-3071
Ilestesses
fageberg Mal(Asst.)412-1348
Mary Namiltsa(Asst) 733-5570

100 Lb.
t••••••••••••••••

$1 899
$21 69

Try Our Other Sweet Feeds
Special Calf $65°
00
Horse
Feed
$9
•••••••••••••••••••
7-1 Hog Feed $700
..S.IIII.IPII•c°fP.5.t25
Snow & Ice Salt $225 50 lb.
Round Bale Hayfeeders 57250

24 Lb.

Frosty Acres
Slant

Calf & Mule
Sweet Feed 11 `)/0 Protein
$750

24 lb

CAULIFLOWER

24 ot 12 cuss

200 Lb. To 275 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender
N.Chow; For Cootie', Wrapping
L Freetiee

$1 29

••••-••••••••••••••••••
•
•

— Wholesale & Retail Meat

Buchanan Feed

GIBSON HAM CO.
07 N. 3nIS;

Pk.* 753-11101
HOURS;7:00 5:00 Mea.-Fri

-

753-5378

We Accept Feed
straws

Industrial Rd.

PURINA
[RUINS

Murray, Ky.

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray
.16
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Good Mon.-Sat.
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12-6
New Year's Eve 9-6
New Year's Day 9-9

Don't Miss
these super
low prices
during our after
Christmas Clearance
Sale!

Wheat Germ Oil
Sr Honey
Shampoo

e

Faberge Organics
Shampoo or
Conditioner 15 Ounce

di.88

940

Scope
Mouthwash
24 Ounce

*With pure wheat germ oil & honey
•Choose from reg., oily or x-body
shampoo; reg. or x-body conditioner

'Limit 2

Soft Scrub
26 Ounce
By Clorox
•Cleans without scratching

Kleenex
Tissue
•200 Count
•2 Ply tissue
*White and assorted colors

•Limit 2

Liquid
Drano
32 Ounce
'Drain opener
•Won't harm pipes
•Limi

30 Watt
Component Stereo
'Integrated amplifier
•Metal tape capable stereo
cassette deck with dolby NR
'Semi-auto direct drive
turntable
•A M-F M stereo tuner
•Spacesaver audio cabinet
Glass top and door
'
•No 3000

20 Watt Package
688.00

.
8
6I
R

0

CLEARANCE ITEMS ONLY-NO RAIN CHECKS!
Delux.iflard Mix 1 Lb. Reg. 97'
Deluxe Filled Mix 1 Lb. Reg.97'
Cheddar Cheese Set With Hardwood
Cutting Board & Knive Reg $8.93
Cheese & Salami Sets Reg $11.83......

Aqua Velva Deluxe Travel Kit Reg $6.67
Aqua Velva After Shave Collection Reg $4.14
Jove, Musk Travel Duo Reg $8.93
Sophia-Cologne Concentrate Spray Reg $6 74
lovan Women,Touch Up Set Reg. $5.74
Cassini Touch Up Set Reg $5.53

Sf

Sale $5.25
Sale $3.30
Sale $7.25
Sale $5 62
Sale $4.50
Sole $4.50

Baker Tree Stand Reg. $59.96
Baker Hand Climber Reg. $18.94 .....
Mighty Mit:: Tree Stand Reg. $36.78
Wool Boot Sock Reg. $2.88
Boy's 9-Eyelet Boot Reg $9.44
Snow & Cold Weather Bp.2eq,$16.76
Snow & Cold WeothepIoot Reg. $16 44
24)c. Deluxe lnsulotId Suit Reg. $17.94
Adult 9-Eyelet Boot Reg. $9.96
Baker Seat Climber Reg. $29.97
Baker Platform Ladder Reg. $79.96

Sole $48.00
Sale $15.00
Sole $29.00
Sale $2.25
Sale $7.50
Sole $13.00
Sale $13.00
Sale $14.00
Sole $8.00
Sole $24.00
Sole $64.00

HOUSEWARES Sole $13.00

12 Pc. Diament Set Reg. $16.88
Crown Point Beverage Se Reg $10 97

Sale-$9.00

GIRL'S WEAR
00
5..50
$7
Loll:$
4-6X Girls L/S Woven Tops Reg $6 96
00
ee$
5..00
$7
4-6X Girls L/S Knit Tops Reg $5 96
4-6X Girls US Garonimal Tops Reg $5 93 $6 43 - Sole $5.00
4-6X Girls Garanimal Pants Reg $7 93.$9 93
Sale $12.00
4-6X Girls Holiday Dresses Reg $12 94 $14 94
Sole
7-14 Girls LtS Woven Tops Reg $7 96 $8 96
Sole $5.50
7-14 Girls L/S Knit Tops Reg $6 96
Sole $12.00
7-14 Girls Holiday Dresses Reg $1494 $1594
Sale $3.00
4-14 Girls Flannel Shirts Reg $396

LIS Brushed Dorm Shirt Reg $5 96
Brushed Dorm Shirt Reg $6 94
Brushed Gowns Reg $6 94
Brushed Gowns Reg $7.94
Brushed Peignoir Set Reg $15 68
Quilted Robe Reg $1984
Panne Robe Reg $2486

Sole $5.00
Sole $5.50
Sole $5.50
Sole $6.00
Sole $12.00
Sole $15.00
Sale $19.00

Infant and Toddler US Tops Reg $3 66
Toddler Boy's Bottoms Reg $2 96
Toddler Girl Garanimal Tops Reg $7 46
Fireball Skates Reg $17.43
Spinet Piano Reg. $29.44
Jogger Skate Reg. $19.44
Ramrod Action Set Reg. $9.86
,Bake Mini Oven Reg.,.$14.93
Eel)
Mindy Walker Doll Reg. $16.87
Telephone Set Reg. $11.83
Happy Talking Baby Reg. $21.94
Star Maker Guitar Reg. $19.76

Sale $14.00
Sole $24.00
Sale $15.50
Sole $6.00
Sole $12.00
Sole $12.00
Sale $9.50
Sole $14.00
Sole $16.00

Jr. Boy's L/S Western Shirt Reg $7.46
Boy's LIS Western Shirt Reg $8 46
Jr. Boy's L/S Knit Shirts Reg $544
Jr. Boy's L/S Knit Shirts Reg $5.94.
Boy's Flannel Shirt Reg $4 94
Jr. Boy's P.J.'s Reg $7 44
Boy's P.J.'s Reg $8 44

Sole $6.00
Sole $6.00
Sale $4.50
Sole $5.00
Sole $4.00
Sole $6.00
Sale $6.00

Sleeve Dressy Top Reg $9.97
V-Neck Novelty Pullover Reg $7 97
Missy Flannel Shirt Reg $6 96
Jr. & Misses Jeans Reg $1094
Ladies Ski Jackets Reg $2588

-merchandise in this ad in stock during the sale dates However, since most merADVERTISING POUCV-- It is our intention to have a'
many items are in limited supply we will not issue rain checks for this sale If
and
seasonal
leftovers,
because
and
chandise is olkirstocks
Inns ere best.
you are dissatisfied with any merchandise we w4 gladly exchange it or give you a refund Shop earty wh.le

Sole $8.00
Sale $6.00
Sole $5.50
Sole $9 00
Sole $20.00
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2 NOTICE
THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 753
9356.

FREE
$10.00 Gift Cit.
tifkate when yea
tome into the store.
Use new or later on
the perches. of KENNY EDGERS JEANS,
(sees or woman) or
mess sod wommu
boots. New Shipment
Weekly.

Lost a male German
Shepard dog in Almo
Temple Hill area
Childs pet 753 9487

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.

Compact or dorm room
refrigerator, stereo
system with tape and
record player. 753 7989

Olympic Mao
14K Gold chains 16"
$12.95
14 K Gold Chains 18'
$16.95
Floating Hearts $2.85
Free Gold Gift With
Each $50.00 Purchase.
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
753-7113

Full-time cleric -typist
with old established
firm. Would prefer
some bookkeeping experience, but not man•
datory. Liberal fringe
benefits. Send resume
to P.O. Box 1040B.
Need someone to tend
2000 pounds burley
base, 2 acres dark fired
base. Have plenty of
buildings. K irksey.
Clint Colson 489-2888,
753-1682.
RN's for ICU. Immediate openings at Community Hospital
Mayfield, Ky, for the
117 shift. Full-time or
part-time. Excellent
salary and benefits.
Contact Nursing Services Office at 247-5211
Ext. 103.

753-7113
1-9 Duly

1-6 Swaim
3. CARD OF THANKS
We would like to
say (Thank You)
to all our friends,
neighbors and
relatives for all
that has been done
for us. The taking
care of the crop,
garden and house
and yard and all
the food and
flowers that has
been brought to us.
Also for the
prayers and every
act of kindness and
help that has come
our way, the three
months Ann was in
the hospital and
since she came
home. My the good
Lord bless
everyone of you is
our prayer.
Merry
Christmas and a
healthy New Year
to All.
Our Love
Paul Ann
Lassiter

20 SPORTS
EQUIPMENT

22. MUSICAL

WANTED
Responside party to
take op payments on
like new piano.

CLAYTONS
753-7575
23 EXTERMINATING'
4
all

e MURDER

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
125 L.P. Miller St.(Mims From Cownsalty Canter)

Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
°pee Neon
Men., Tees., Than., Fri., Set.
8-12 - 753-3685

6 TV RADIO

Large
Selection
Used TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" BM
753-7575
28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS
Trailer for rent
2
bedroom near Murray.
No pets 489 2611

BUSINESS RENTALS

Mimi
Warehouse
Storage Specs
For Root
7U-47S$
.
_
Building, 1360 sq ft,
formerly occupied by
Dishes N Things, in
Dixieland Shopping
Center on Chestnut.
Days call 753-7972,
nights, 753-3018.
Clean up shop for rent.
Contact Howard Bran
don 753-4389 or home
753-5960.

32. APTS. FOR RENT

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

lieu Leman

MURCAL
APARTMENTS

4.MISCELLANEOUS
85 gallons of Butal
Alcohol, 30 gallons of
Assitone. Call 436-2418.
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcaseS,
music centers, etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
Firewood. Order now
and burn seasoned wood
this winter. 436 2758.
Firewood. Seasoned or
unseasoned. $25. rick
delivered. Call 436-2744
after 5pm.
Homestead wood hea
ter. Used 1 month.
436 2271.
Large office desk and
chair, 2 12ft. sections of
commercial shelving,
double roll paper cutter,
2 rolls of gift wrapping.
753 7989.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18" 24"
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. -Call John
Boyer at 753 8536.
Small super market in
excellent condition in
Mayfield Ky. 502 2471461 or 247-5961 after
7:30pm.
Wood for Sale. $25 a
rick. Call 489-2101 or
489-2231.

32 APTS. FOR RENT

32. APTS. FOR RFNT

Spacious, quiet 2 bed
room duplex, central
heat and air, appliances
furnished, washer
dryer hook up, in utility. Private carport and
patio deck. After
3:30pm., call 753 9574 or
753 6513.
Two apartments and 1
trailer 2 and one half
miles east of town. Very
reasonable. Call 753
8848 before 9pm.
Two bedroom apartment for rent. Range,
oven, refrigerator, dis
hwasher, disposal,
washer and dryer
hookup, air, carpet. No
pets. One year lease and
$225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Call
753-2622 or753 3865.

Brand new 1 bedroom
duplex in Northwood.
Central heat and air,
carpeted, patio and
carport. Refrigerator,
stove, dishwasher, dis
posal, and washerdryer
hookup. Extra cabinets
and closet space. No
children. No pets. $200.
Deposit. $235. month.
Call 753-3018 after
8:00pm.
Extra nice furnished
apartment. 1 block from
university. 753 2967.
Five room upstairs
apartment near downtown. Utilities furnished.Call in after
noon,753 4645.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. Partial
utilities paid. $140. per
month. No pets. Call
753-9741.

Wood for sale. 436 2778.

CLAYTONS

Like new ThompsonContender. 41 mag
single shot handgun.
10in. octagon barrel
With new 2.5 TC scope.
Will sell or trade for
double action or auto
matic handgun. $250.
Can be seen at Norths
ide Murray Manor Apt.
F Salter 4:30p.m.

Plaits 753.394

WANTED
Experienced manager
for on established
retail store in Murray,
Kentecky. Must be
willing to work long,
hard boors. We fewnisb the merchandise
and location. You firnish the sales and we
both share the profit.
Most company paid
benefits. Write to:
P.O. lox 1040F • giving experience and
salary requirements.

24.MI5CELLAMEOUS

16. HOME
FURNISHINGS

6. HELP WANTED

Vernon's
Western
Store
okturic mew

44-

5 LOST& FOUND

2. NOTICE

311: 3IE"X 310

1, 2 IL 3 bedroom veils Iron
1165.00 ow no lien*capped unit Newly conshred coital best me air,
armed, kitchen appliances.
Office Noon Net.fri. 940
1240 Noon,
Noribwood Dr.
Murray,Ir.
502-759-49$1
Equal liaising Opoortanity
Two bedroom duplex,
newly decorated, quiet
area near university.
$210. monthly. 753 8096.
Two bedroom apart
ment unfurnished
Stove, refrigerator,
disposal, central heat
and air, carpet, utility
room. Lots of cabinets
and closet space. No
pets. Lease ana $190.
deposit. $190. a month.
No college students.
Available Jan. 1. 7591750.
Two bedroom duplex
apartments. Furnished
and unfurnished. 1214
Peggy Ann. Murray,.
492 8225.
One or 2 bedroom
apartments for rent at
Embassy Apts. Call
753 3530 or 753 4331.

house in Lakeway
Shores. If you are
economical you may
heat with wood.
In the City! A
dream house, two
bedroom,central gas
heat, completely
redecorated. Got a
large family? Want
to heat with a Ashley
wood furnace? See
this four bedroom on
2 acres.

37. LIVESTOCK
SUPPLIES
Bull for sale, 2 year old
hereford. 436-5377.
Your choice gaited 5
Year old, pinto mare or
a gaited sorrell gelding.
Both gentle enough for
young riders and both
spirited enough for
seasoned riders. $800.
Call 753-0224.

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service

Police
911

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

911

Poison

Murray
Peke Dept.
753-1621
Emergencies 911
Calloway
County
Sheriff
753-3151

Control

Aluminum
Service
Co.

alitA
Quality Service
Company

Amine. and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
work. References.
cpU WIN Ed Seeley,
753-0689.

753-7588

Nesting and Air Conditioning Sales; Sales
and Service. Modern
Sheet Metal & Service
Departments

753-9290
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

Rust Signs
Murals
Truck
lettering
Gold leaf

Onuar

All Types
of Sign Work

153-6903

Noway
Leather
Shop

CUM KITCHEN
CABINETS it MINA
WOODWORKING

Bilithei Ceder

753-533
Leather

0:11111111 MILT remenma
•COSTGA1 SORT KIM=
MINIM

753-5940
1212 MAIN

gifts:

Purses, billfolds,
belts, etc. Minor
S4oe Repair,
Custom made
leather items.

VERNON'S WESTERN STORE
Olympic Plaza

After Christmas Sale
Layaways Welcome
Taste! charge

WOW---RAIN --THE
TOWN'S WATER
SHORTAGE WILL
BE OVER

You will love this
cosy 3 bedroom

HOUSES FOR RENT
S room house, bath and
utility. Also upstairs
and closets. 753 9673.
Newly re decorated 2
bedroom brick, 8 miles
southeast of Murray.
Married couples only.
References. Deposit.
Call 492-8591.
Three bedroom house in
Almo Heights. $275 per
month. Call 753 8411.

Dial-A-Service

MAJOR FUNP1N6 FOR
THIS MEAL W45
PRCMIXO BY A GRANT
FROM OUR FAMILY

•//,/////,‘,/.//

L.HOUSEIF9R FiErg
FOR
RENT

SLUGGO--HAVE YOU
NOTICED
THAT IT'S
RAINING?

iv‘ • ,
I
e ,

Men or Women's Boots
$1000 to $40" Off

2995

One Group Dress Boots amovt$
Childrens Boots $5°° Off

ie7
J,I
•I "

New Shipment of Boots Every Week

Kenny Rogers Jeans $2495
,119 Urried

Sr..

(Mens-Womens)

Bonjour Jeans (1st Quality)$29"
One Entire Wall Of Merchandise

ry-c
Cf.-)
(4/1i
. e4,1.

LA,'e

6000E3N E
DEAR

YOU NEVER S4-1UT YOUR
TRAP LONC, EN0u04-1TO
HEAR OF MY DEEP
,9-LOVE
YOU

w.

Womens & Misses$2395
Students $149$
Children $1 2"

,,Lb
NATey
I WANT A
LAWYER!

1 THCx.iGHT
1C)U LircE0
Pu5HER5
(.500R00.
YOU HAO
50 MANY.

1/2 Price
Jackets, Dress Pants, Shirts,
Sweaters, Leather Vests
Levi Jeans
mens $15"

Come In And Browse
As lefts, Nets, Shirts, Coots end Handbags
/
1 3 Off
We have a large selectiee of rifles, pistols mad shores.
With each $25.00 Porches* Get A Free Levi Sett.
Wiggling Gift Certificates.

Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Doily 1 p.m.-6 p.m.Sudsy
753-7113
-

.. LEDGER & TIMES. blowelay.

PAGE HIRE MURR41.

December 2$. Mil

.4431k
38. PETS SUPPLIES

EAL E

AK c puppy for sale.
Siberian HuskieS,
Boxers. Ready Jan. 6.
Registered Keeshound
puppies for sale. 753
7989.

ATE

•
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•

Take This
Hore.,.Please!
No kidding, owner
must sell. He's
43. REAL ESTATE
been transferred
from Murray to
Omaha. He's leavStreet.
behind an
ing
Realty
assumable loan.
Poor guy! -.We've
"Prefessieeel Services
Office Coen te Coast
.got every conwlI
Tbe
Dryers bow Everywhere
fidence this home
Frieedly Teach"
RAW* Service Sins 1155
will sell within the
After Office
1112 Coldwater Reed
month. Three
Money, Unto* 42571
Nears
bedrooms with
(512)753-5156
753-S277
Anytime
delightful decor,
er 753-N36
JOE L.[DIMON
beamed ceiling
Seeker
om, pracYOU'LL FALL
greatro
Named & larded
IN LOVE
tical utility and
WITH...
fenced yard provides home for
This tri-level beauyour family. Dial
ty on 2 lots on
753-1492 now.
Camelot Dr. in
KOPpERUD
HALFWAY TO
Kingswood Sub.
222
,
753
HEAVEN
Newly decorated
or maybe even
and carpeted,
closer
painted inside and
Santa's Budget
Row cropping,
out, immaculately
Beater
livestock or a comkept. Has central
Put this house on
4
,
bination of both heat
gas
your Christmas list.
tobacco barn,
bedrooms, 2 baths,
A neat and pretty
milkhouse, farlarge den. Range,
two bedroom
rowing house, year
refrigerator,
remodeled home
round spring-fed
dishwasher,
that is close to
creek runs through
disposal, draperies
schools. Well inthe property into a
included. Outside
sulated, with a floor
g,
30-acre water shed
buildin
storage
furnace. Enjoy the
lake. Oh yes,
carport. Owners
wooden deck in the
ladies, there is a
moved North
summer. Look it
four bedroom
realistically priced
over and make an
brick home
this home at
offer. Listed in the
pampered by its
quick
For
059,900.
$20's. Phone Sanowners. What
sale.
ta's Helpers at Kopmore could you
OWNER LEFT
perud Realty today
ask? How 'about
TOWN-MAKE
-753-1222.
financing you say?
OFFER
Ho,Ho,Ho!
We have that also
This lovely 3
You'll smile with
this 293 acre
on
bedroom, 2 bath
delight when you
y estate.
countr
ideally
is
B.V.
hear the extremely
Dial 753-1492 for
locatd at 1501 Longood financing
your personal
don Drive, Canterterms available on
brochure on this
bury. So many
this 42 wooded acre
After hours
estate.
quality features,
.
tract near Ken436-2166
dial
ces,
applian
kitchen
tucky Lake in the
all draperies inLedbetter Church
cluded. Newly
community. Owner
painted, inside and
financing available
out last year. Dau- very attractive
b 1 e garage,
LORETTA JOBS, MAIMS ®
terms. Offered at
ic opener,
automat
I 200 Sycamore
753Phone
$27,500.
Murray, Kentuck4207 I
beautiful land1 222, Kopperud
753- I 492
(502)
scaped lot. MidRealty for direc60's.
tions and all other
details.
z

2r1,

'

Lak-10

Ladies 7
Diamond
Clusters
„4

$12c
75

Cf. Reg.'250

zgwiEsta,
An?!

- -PRICED FOR QUICK
SALE. Three bedroom
home in town on large
lot, 150 x 106. This home
is neat and clean ready
to move in. Insulated
garage and fenced back
Yard. Ideal investment
property convenient to
stores, could he zoned
commercial. Talk to us
about financing. For
more information call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753 7724.

ill

41.1„1.

753-1222

Homes FOR mum.
Horn of
Plenty
There's plenty of
elbow room in this 4
bedroom home
located in a nice
residential area.
The backyard has a
chain-link fence..
The master
bedroom suite is 12
x 15, with its own
bath and a 17 x 22
sitting room. See
these and other
amenities. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
House
Beautiful
All the warmth and
charm will unfold
before you when
you enter this 3
bedroom, 2 bath
home. Located on a
large tree shaded
lot. Living room,
formal dining
room, kitchen, den,
2 fireplaces and
study complete the
four different levels.
The new decor is
something to see.
Call Kopperud
Realty today - 7531222.

While They Last
14 Kt.
Serpentine
Chains

REAL ESTATE
753-110$0
"Prefessieeel Services
With The
Friendly Teed"
After Office
News
753-8277
or 753-9036
THIS
IS IT!!
This newly listed
home offers size,
quality and location
all at a reasonable
price! Brick
veneer, 4 extra
large bedrooms,
with huge closets, 2
full baths, den with
fireplace, big
kitchen-dinnette,
central gas heat and
air-conditioning.
Located in Bagwell
Manor near shopping. An unusually
good home at only
$66,900.00.
INVESTMENT
PERFECT
1909 Westwood,
almost new duplex,
cedar siding, each
side features 2
HR., living room,
kitchen, bath, wall
to wall carpeting,
appliances, city
water and sewer.
Each side rents for
8225. See this one
soon. In 50's.
507 WHITNELL ST.
3 bedroom, 1 bath,
B.V., carport - very
nice home, newly
painted inside and
out. Electric heat,
window air conditiotler, near Bel-Air
Shopping, schools,
restaurants, etc. In
30's. Check soon
will go fast at this
location.

"Prefessiesel Services
With The
Frieedly leech"
After Office
Heirs
753-1277
Sr 753-9036
LOT IN
SHERWOOD
FOREST
Nice wooded
residential lot 1100'
x 300'). Located on
Nottingham Drive.
A good buy at ONLY 4,900.00.
SOME
SMART
COUPLE...
Will love our new
listing at 808
Bagwell, almost
new, compact 3
H.R., 2 Bath, B.V.
home, attached
garage, double
driveway. Extras,
including fiteplace,
with heatolator,
central electric
heat pump,
draperies, range,
dishwasher, exhaust fan. Large lot
with trees, near
Bel-Air Shopping.
Owner's leaving
Murray. In 40's.

44

Tgrrernrin7
1974 Chevrolet Malibu
Asphalt driveways and
Clean inside and out
parking tots sirsle0 by

rart
a-Irra

wo bedroom with ORA
Living
or 3 bedroom
room and bedroom
Hasnew
carpeted
natural gas central
heat and air, TVA
Also has
insulation
attached apartment
completely furnished
with separate utilities
and I 2x 16 tool shed
Located 7 blixlsfrom
university and elemen
Many
tary school
extras" 753 7956

1967 Chevrolet
51095
pickup with topper
$150 1964 Ford pickup
Lles Call 4$9 2595

3 bedrodm brick house
Carpet throughout. :
bathes, large living
room and den '2 car
garage with large stor
age room Call 489 ills
or 753 2493
The Addle Jones house
in Stella Call 489 2526
nights
49

USED CARS

1973 AMC Broughm
Power steering, brakes,
windows air condition,
reclining seats, AM
FM, delayed wipers and
rear window defrost
Four good tires and 1
extra snow tires Great
on gas 50.800 miles
Need a new car for tax
deduction Call 753 9946
or can be seen at Four
Seasons Nursery 11500
1974 Ford Station Wa
Ocin Drives good, new
inside $575 or best
offer 753 9672
1976 Monte Carlo Very
clean, good condition
$1800 492 8574
1979 Ford Thunderbird
302 „engine, power, air,
new tires Sharp $4500
Phone 489 2727
For sale or trade 1977
Malibu Classic Landau
See at 1803 College
Farm Rd

For
Sale

LOTS FOR SALE

Approximately 44 acres
on corner of Penny road
and Spring Creek
Church road. Call 489
2425.

45 FARMS FOR SALE
33 acre farm country
home. 3 bedrooms, 7
buildings. $300 a month
A month advance rent. 3
references. 753 5281
after 6pm.

1977
Ford
Granada
Ghia.
ilek Valle MOM

Good condition,
clean, good family
car. Asking $2,300.
Call 153-6821 after 5
P.m.

1960 Model AM*
Concorde 4 doo
sedan, one owner,
low mileage, like
new.

Far free
Sears
estimates call 753 23111.
Automobile machanoc
will do work on sub)
matic and all gasoline
engined trucks All work

Call 437
guaranteed
15.16
Concrete block and
10 roars
brick work
experience Free es
timates Call /53 54/6
Fence sales at Sears
Pesti«
now Call Sears 753 2310
Cadillac
for free estimate for
14011 W. Maio Same
your needs
For your lime hauling
7534315
and lime spreadlhil•
white rock, gravel,
50 USED TRUCKS
sand, coal hauling
call 753 4.545 or see Roger
80 GMC Van Conver
Located 10
Fully customized Hudson
sion
With refrigerator, sink, miles east on Hwy 94
stereo. couch (converts Furniture stripping and
into becll, rally wheels. Rep* Call 753 7499
custom paint and cap
General hauling Lime.
a
white rock, rip rap.
miles
13,000
chairs,
mor.
ter. sand, lumber,
Reply 10 753 5014
ties and machinery
Call 753 6626 after 6pm.
51, CAMPERS
Guttering by Sears
to
4
Homes
GMC Motor
uS gut
choose from. Contact Sears continuo
ters installed for your
753
Howard Brandon
Call
specifications
4389 or home 753 5960
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate
3. SERVICES
OFFERED
K & K STUMP REMO
V A L Do you need stumps
ALCOA ALUMINUM removed from your yard
SIDING or vinyl siding or land cleared of
Aluminum
and trim
stumps? We can re
trim for brick houses
rftove stumps up to 74
1873
753
Jack Glover
inches below the
APPLIANCE SER
ground, leaving only
VICE, KENMORE, sawdust and chips Call
WHIRLPOOL and for free estimates Bob
20 Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
WESTINGHOUSE
years experience
Kemp Jr 435 43)9
Bobby Hopper, Bob's Need work on your
S
203
Afipliance Service,
trees? Topping, prun
5th 753 4872 or 7538886
ing, shaping, complete
Alexander Septic Tank removal and more Call
m
Vacuu
ng
Cleani
BOVER'S TREE.
cleaned from your SERVICE for Pro
al,
Industri
driveway
fession'al tree care
residential, or corn
753 8536
24 hour
mercial
Professional
service Call 753 5933
paperhanging, painting,
All your plumbing and farm buildings, top,
ing
needs.
air condition
sides, commercial or
Also do carpentry, pain
residential. Call
ting, roof
Tremon Farris
mg and concrete. All 759 1987
work done to satisfac
T J CLEANS CHIN
lion 753 2211.
Unclean chim
NE YS
ney us a dangerous
chimney. Call collect
ROOFING
247 2174.
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
References. All wbri
guaranteed. Fre.
Alaimo Sinks Co.
Estimates. Coll 759sleeks ii visyl
1109 or 753-65111.

Purdons

Will sharpen hand saws,
chain saws and •
saws Calf 753 4656

titles tria work.
Islasuss. CsH Will Ed
Baby, 713-0111.

Ladies 7
Diamond
Cluster
Reg.'159.00

14 Kt.
Charms

All 14 Kt.
Chains

1/2

1/2
Price

Reg.'33.00

Ct. Reg.s437$248

Ct. Reg. iS7S $48750

Perdue & Theron
losorossce &
Real Estate
Sortbside Court Sq.
Alemoy, Keotocky
7S3-4451

41--v
le

76 7rEreir
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JEWELERS
MANUFACTURER'S ft
CLOSE OUT tb, •

ty
C.te‘

•

M3EIPIE31031::,

Now

$1 295' $690
No§0"

Diamond Charms

Large Selection
To Choose From

Large Selectsee

All
Wedding Bands
& Wedding Sets

1/2

Free 14 Kt.
Gold Gift
With Each
$50.00 Purchase
or More

We Will Also
Buy
Scrap Gold
and
Silver

Price

All Diamond
Earrings
& Others

112
Price

We are buying class rings, dental gold, old wedding rings and
sets. We pay cash and top
market prices. We have a large
selection of Pre-owned Jewelry.
14 kt. gold antique pocket watches, bar pins, brooches,
fashion rings.
Olympic Plaza

Gents Rings

1 /2

Price

14 Kt. Diamond

Pendents
$2395

- That's It

Gold & Silver, inc.
ONE WEEK ONLY WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Wholesale Jewelers

AVAILABLE
•

Murray, Ky.

All
Ruby, Saphire,
Emerald and
Birthstone
Rings
One Group
Diamond Rings
9
$29'
$3995
$4995
$5995

41,E lb THE MI RR it . ky.. 1.11/14 H d I iM I.
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Songwriter Carmichael Dies At 82

Obituaries
Erwin's ServicesAt Church
Services for Leo Allison
„Erwin, Rt. 4, were today
• at 2 p.m; at South Pleasant Grove United
4).4ethodist Church with
oft,Dr. Paul Blankenship
r.ficiating. Music was by
the ChurclfChoir.
Pallbearers were
Lowell Key, Raymond
Story, Otho Clark, Robert
Glenn Clark, Darrell
Clark and Leon Phillips.
• Burial was in church
cemetery with ar•rangements by Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Erwin, 72, died Thursday at 1:30 p.m. while
visiting in the home of a

sister, Mrs. Obena Hale.
He was a retired farmer
and a veteran of World
War II. Born Aug. 7, 1909,
in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late
Ernest Erwin and Nannie
Wrather Erwin.
Survivors include three
sisters, Mrs. Hale, Rt. 7,
Mrs. Lochie Wilson,
Apison, Tenn., and Mrs.
Robbie Wooten, Tampa,
Fla.; four brothers,
Adolphus Erwin, Livonia,
Mich., Joe Erwin, Royal
Oak, Mich., Otto Erwin,
Rt. 1, Hazel, and Brent
Erwin, Rt. 4.

Mrs. Carson
Dies Today

Calvert Rites
Scheduled
Graveside services for
Francis A. E. Calvert, 75,
918 North 16th St., will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens.
Military rites also will be
conducted at the
gravesite.
Friends may call after
7 p.m. tonight at J. H..
Churchill Funeral Home.
Calvert died Sunday at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He lived in the
Chicago area where he
retired in 1971 after 31
years with Inland Steel
Company. A member of
Christian Church, he
served with Air Force in
World War II. Born Oct.
24, 1906, in Curth, W. Va.,
he was the son of the late
William Joseph Calvert
and Lena Staton Calvert.
Survivors include three
sisters, Mrs. Dorothy
Calland, Norfolk, Va.,
Mrs. Carmen Hammann,
Martinsburg, W. Va., and
Cora Calvert, Fairmont,
W. Va.; a brother, Dr. J.
W. Calvert, Miami Lake,
Fla.

Mrs. Beverly Carson,
23, wife of Jackie Carson,
Rt. 2, was pronounced
dead on arrival at 6:40
a.m. today at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. She had been
stricken ill at her home.
She was a member of
West Fork Baptist
Church and a graduate of
Calloway County High
School. Born March 5,
1958, she was the
daughter of Lowell
Adams and Latricia Gupton Adams.
Survivors include her
husband, to whom she
was married Jan. 26,
1976, two daughters,
Chrystie Leigh Carson
and Lori Anne Carson,
and a son, Jamie Ray
Carson, Rt. 2; parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Adams, Rt. 1; a sister,
Mrs. Rhonda Anderson,
Rt. 1, Hazel; grandmother, Mrs. Gladys
Gupton, Rt. 1; a niece,
Jennifer Anderson.
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home will be in
charge of arrangements.

Mr. Everett
Dies Saturday
Harold J. Everett, 73,
1530 Oxford Dr., died
Saturday at 10:40 pan. at
NHE Nursing Center,
Paducah.
A retired printer, he
was born April 26, 1908, in
Detroit to the late John
Everett -and Jessie
Kelson Everett.
He is Survived by his
widow,'Dee Everett; a
daughter, Mrs. Connie
Hermanson, Lincoln
Park, Mich.; four grandchildren.
The body has been
transferred from J. - H.
Churchill Funeral Home
to Spaulding Funeral
Home, Ferndale, Mich.
Services will be conducted there.

Mrs. Butler's
Rites Today
Services for Mrs. Lilly
Mae Butler, BO, Rt. 6,
Mayfield, were today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield,
Burial was in Johnson
Cemetery.
Mrs. Butler died Saturday at 7 p.m. at Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
Survivors include three
daughters, Mrs. Laverne
Russell, Mayfield,
formerly of Murray, and
Mrs. Vodene Eddings and
Mrs. Betty Atherton, both
of Boaz; a son, Ben
Butler, Rt. 6, Mayfield;
seven grandchildren;
three greatgrandchildren.
In 1801, Thomas Jefferson was elected president
of the United States by
the House of Representatives on the 36th ballot.

4.

Settle -Workman Co.
14:!! Be Closed Sat. Dec
Ths After Chnstmas

26th To Prepare for

SALE

RANCHO MIRAGE.
Calif. (AP) — Oscar,
winning songwriter
Hoagy Carmichael, who
made gentle wryness his
trademark and turned
out perennial favorites
such as "Stardust" and
"Georgia on My Mind,"
is dead at age 82.
Carmichael, who also
sang and acted, was rushed Sunday morning to
Eisenholrer Memorial
Center where he died of a
heart ailment in the
emergency room, said
hospital spokeswoman
Helen Eckert.
Carmichael's body is
being shipped back to his
birthplace, Bloomington,
Ind., said Dick Jensen of
the Palm Springs Mortuary. Jensen said the
funeral was set tentatively for Jan.4.
Carmichael was interested in music as a
youth, but became a
lawyer for, job security.
He dabbled,in composing,
however,and soon turned
to it full time.
"Stardust," his first
hit, was a romantic,
dreamy song that
violated the rules of
popular songwriting at
the time — it ran 64 bars
when most publishers in-

Stock Market
... 4.19

Industrial Average...
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Ford
G.A.F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear .
Gulf Oil
Heublein
I.B.M..
Jenco
Knurl
.Penviall
Quaker Oats.
Tesaco
U.S. Tobacco... .
Wendy's
C.E.F. Fund

Ns Trade
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51Ps we
3% +4
17 -4
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314, +4

la +.-.
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37 J.
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19413 19.7A
- 15'4 unc
V% +4
36
Wv +',
47% +1.
13'4 -..
12 76

sisted 32 was the limit.
He adopted a bittersweet or down-home,
folksy tone in later composition, which had more
of the Deep South in them
than Carmichael's native
Indiana.
Many — such as
"Lazybones," "Small
Fry," "Rockin' Chair"
and "In the Cool, Cool,
Cool of the Evening," an
Academy Award winner
— reflected his
characteristic wryness.
He played the role of a
cool piano player in "To
Have and Have Not," a
1944 film that starred
Humphrey Bogart and
Lauren Bacall. He also
played in a variety of
other films and television
shows.
One night early in his
career he was having dinner with Don Redman,
musical director of
McKinney's Cotton
Pickers, when he was
asked about his activities. He pulled out a
new instrumental work

with no words, only the title,"Stardust."
"I wasn't sure what it
meant, but it just seemed
like a nice title," he said
later.
The first recording of
"Stardust" was made by
Redman in October 1928
at a fairly fast tempo. But
it didn't become popular
until Isham Jones' New
York dance orchestra
recorded it, featuring
Victor Young's violin.
Mitchell Parish added
lyrics. Louis Armstrong
and Bing Crosby recorded it. and the song was on

ed 70, he said, "I'm too
busy following the
melodies in my heart to
feel it."
In 1936, Carmichael
married Ruth Meinardi
and they had two sons,
Hoagy Biz and Randy.
Both survive him.
His wife obtained a
divorce in 1956, testifying
her husband had been
"cold and indifferent" to
her for three years. Carmichael married a second time in 1977 to Wanda McKay, who also survives him.

its way.
Carmichael sang with
Armstrong in "Rocking
Chair" in 1929, one of the
first hits by an interracial
vocal team.
It wasn't until 1951,
however, that.he landed
an Academy Award. "In
the Cool, Cool, Cool of the
Evening" was in the film
"Here Comes the
Groom." Johnny Mercer
wrote the lyrics.
In his later years, when
he was known for being
tanned and dapper, he
said songwriting kept
him young. When he turn-

Green County Man Dies
In Mobile Home Blaze
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Green County Fire
Chief Lawrence Gupton
said Edwards' wife, Berniece, returned home to
find the trailer engulfed
in flames.

GREENSBURG, Ky.
(AP) — A 42-year-old
Green County man died
Saturday in a fire that
destroyed his mobile
home.
Ernest Odell Edwards
The cause of the fire
of Route 1, Greensburg,
died about 8:20 p.m., said has not been determined,
Gupton said.
officials.
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24 Wine cups
1 French
26 Street show
soldier
28 Proceed
6 Taut
11 Glossy fabric 29 Tax assessment
12 Vegetables
31 Lifesaver
14 Once
q
33 Sponsorship
lifetime
35 Shoe part
15 Coral and
36 Lawmaker
scarlet
39 Devil
17 Learning
12 Article
18 Hit lightly
43 Limousine,
20 Long and
usually
slender
45
Tissue
23 Make into
46
Novelty
leather
Answer w Saturday's Pilule

48 Is angry
50 Edge
51 Black
53 Trade
55 Compass,pt.
56 One of the
Seven Dwarfs
59 Wipes out
61 Chemical
compound
62 Paths
DOWN
1 Central
American
land
2 Bible part:
Abbr.
3 Comparative
ending
4g•
5 Beneath'
6 Man — man
7 Printer's
measure
8 Nothing
9 Chimney
carbon
10 Anger
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16 Scorch
19 Communion
plate
21 Delineated
22 Certain votes
25 Epic tales
27 Acclaim
30 Liquid
measure
32 Declare
34 Soft drink
38 Vaults
37 Empower

11 Hindu guitar

38 Tattered
cloths,
40 Straightens_
41 Titles
44 Stair part
47 Performs
49 Poet Teesdale
52 Seine
54 Shallow
'vessel
57 Gym class
abbr.
58 1981 Of
1982: Abbr.
60 Compass pt.
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Settle-Workman
Big After-Christmas Sale
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SALE STARTS
MONDAY
DECEMBER 28TH
9 A.M.

NO EXCHANGES, NO REFU NDS, NO ALTERATIONS ON SALE MERCHANDISE

I

1

MEN'S DEPT.

I LADIES' DEPT.

Men's Robes
Men's Dress Suits
Men's Dress Shirts & Sport Shirts
Men's Sport Coats
Men's Sweaters
Men's Ties
All Men's Dress Pants
Men's Dress Hats & Sport Hats
Men's Dress Coats & Suburban Coats
All Men's Work Jackets
Men's Leather Jackets
Men's Corduroy Suits
Men's Knit Sport Shirts
Men's Flannel Shirts
Men's Corduroy Jeans
Men's Quilted Vest
All Men's Jeans

1 3 OFF
/

I
1 2 PRICE
/

All Purses, Costume Jewelry

2 OFF
1
13/
/

1 2 OFF
1 3- /
/

All Ladies Dresses Misses, Jr. & Half Sizes

1 2 OFF
1 3- /
/

All Ladies Slacks

1 3 OFF
/
1 2 PRICE
/
1 2 PRICE
/
1 2 OFF
½-/
1 2 PRICE
/

Ladies Blouses

1 2 PRICE
/

Ladies Robes

1 2 PRICE
/

All Ladies Sportswear

1 2 PRICE
/

20% OFF
20% OFF
1 3 OFF
/
2 OFF
1
/
1 2 PRICE
/
1 3 OFF
/
1 2 PRICE
/

1 3 OFF
/

1 2 OFF
/

Ladies Pant Suits

20% OFF

Ladies Brush Nylon Gowns 8, Pajamas

1 2 OFF
/

All Sweaters
All Ladies Jeans

20% OFF

•

1 2 OFF
/
13 /

All Ladies Coats

75% OFF

One Group of Ladies Coats Odd Sizes and Broken Lots

20% OFF
20% OFF

CHILDREN'S DEPT.
SHOE DEPT.

0• •

Ladies Dress and Western Boots
Girl's Dress & Casual Shoes and Boots
All Men's Dress Shoes, Dress Boots and Casual
Table Ladies Dress & Casual Shoes
One Table Men and Boys Jogging Shoes
All Men and Boys Leather Jogging Shoes
By Pony, Wrangler, Converse and KED
Men's Western Boots . sly"'

20% OFF

Girls Jeans Sizes 2T thru 14

_s

1 2 OFF
/
1 2 PRICE
/

200/a

oes

OFF

1 2 PRICE
/
1 2 PkICE
/

20°h, OFF
%OFF

Girls Dresses Size 2T thru 14

1 2 PRICE
/

Girls Sportswear slo-cks:tops.shirts•Sixe 2T thru 14 •$
Boys Shirts Sizes 21 Through 6

IA PRICE

AU Boys Winter Jackets.,..
Otildren's Pajama 8, Robes

•
.7% •

Boys Polyester Cotton Skirts

IA PRICE

A."'

Boys Quilted Vests..
Ole Group Children's Tobboggon, Gloves, Mittens

1 2 PRICE
/

,,„,„
One Group Gown and Pajamas Size mnrul
•

IA PRICE

4
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20% 04rF

AU Boys Jeans'
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to SO% OFF
20 to 50% OFF
20% OFF .
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